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HAI president and CEO James Viola marked this 
year’s return of Heli-Expo on an Airbus Helicopters 
H225 Super Puma to kick o! the event’s fly-in on 
Friday. Configured for firefighting missions, the Air 
Center Helicopters Super Puma, N561AC, is among 
the 41 helicopters on the slate of show arrivals at 
the vertiport adjacent to the convention center that 
range in size from that aircraft and the Sikorsky 
S-92 to the Guimbal Cabri G2.

Upon arrival, the helicopters were towed into 
the convention floor. For larger aircraft, the blades 

were removed on-site before the helicopters were 
stationed either on the static display or at a booth. 
Along with those flying in, another handful was 
trucked into the convention.

Although Viola participated in the previous fly-in 
in Anaheim, California, piloting a Bell 505, this year 
was the first time HAI has staged a ceremonial first-
flight event and was especially poignant for the par-
ticipants as Heli-Expo resumed. He was joined on 
the H225 flight by Airbus Helicopters North Amer-
ican head Romain Trapp, Visit Dallas president 
and CEO Craig Davis, and Rod Tinney, founder, 

FIRST ARRIVAL HERALDS  
HELI-EXPO COMEBACK 

 continues on page 38 

This Air Center Helicopters Super Puma was the first helicopter to land at the Dallas Central Business District Vertiport to launch this year’s Heli-Expo.   
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Jaunt plans boosted by alliance 
by Charles Alcock

While viewing itself as a key 
player in the promised advanced 
air mobility (AAM) revolution, 
Jaunt said it has deep roots in 
the rotorcraft industry and that’s 
what brought it back to Heli-
Expo. The Texas-based company 
(Booth 6521) has reached a key 
waypoint in its plans to bring a 
family of eVTOL aircraft to mar-
ket as it prepares to complete a 
merger with the Airo Group and 
expands its base of partners.

 This morning, it announced 
a new alliance with engineering 
services group L&T Technology 
Services (LTTS) to work on the 

development of the all-electric, 
five-seat Journey eVTOL that 
Jaunt aims to bring into commer-
cial service by 2026. Jaunt is also 
working with VerdeGo Aero on 
a hybrid-electric version of the 
aircraft that would o!er a range 
greater than the 70-mile limit of 
the initial model.

LTTS, which has more than a 
decade’s experience working on 
various aerospace and defense 
programs, will support the Jaunt 
team in establishing new design 
and production facilities in the 
Montreal area. Jaunt has estab-
lished a Canadian subsidiary and 
will now ramp up the recruit-
ment of more engineers and 

other specialists.
“At Jaunt, our vision is to usher 

in a range of new-age aircraft- 
driven urban commuting that 
is fast, safe, and convenient,” 
said CEO Martin Peryea. “This 
new clean, sustainable aircraft 
will reduce carbon emissions 
worldwide. Strategically, we 
are continuing to expand our  
Tier 1 partnerships and recog-
nize LTTS as a best-fit engineer-
ing partner, and together we are 
confident of pushing the mass-
scale commercialization.”

BAE Systems is already 
closely involved in the project, 
with its input mainly focused 
on the battery and power 

management system, which 
Jaunt said is already exceeding 
projected performance specifi-
cations. Other partners already 
include aerostructures group 
Triumph and flight training 
organization CAE.

Jaunt anticipates the Journey 
being used for a variety of appli-
cations such as air-taxi services, 
freight deliveries, and emergency 
medical support. In tandem, the 
company is working under con-
tract from the U.S. Air Force’s 
Agility Prime program to meet its 
need for a new high-speed VTOL 
(HSVTOL) vehicle.

“There is quite a bit of over-
lap between these two aircraft 
systems, even though they have 
di!erent airframes,” Peryea told 
AIN. “The battery-management 

Airbus revamps HCare support programs
Airbus Helicopters (Booth 7750, Static S19) 
is revamping its HCare customer support 
program to be more flexible and custom-
izable, the French rotorcraft manufacturer 
announced today at Heli-Expo 2022. 

“Customers told us that they did not like 
the one-size-fits-all approach,” said Christoph 
Zammert, the company’s executive v-p of 
customer support and services. “The HCare 
Smart and HCare Infinite programs were per-
ceived as too rigid, too complex, and not very 
understandable. So we have reshu!ed and 
repackaged HCare to make sure it is as flex-
ible as possible.”

The redesigned HCare program is more 
modular and o"ers customers the ability to 
pick and choose according to their needs. It 
starts out with HCare Initial for customers 
beginning operations with a new Airbus heli-
copter or taking delivery of a new aircraft 
type in their fleet. HCare In-service marks 
the next step and is for customers already 
operating an Airbus helicopter.

Meanwhile, HCare Lifetime—which com-
bines the Initial and In-service programs—is 
for operators opting for an end-to-end pack-
age and long-term collaboration with Airbus, 
spanning the aircraft’s service entry to end 

of life. These customers receive “daily care” 
and accompaniment at all steps of their oper-
ations, Airbus stressed, adding that HCare 
Lifetime aims to maximize the aircraft’s per-
formance and sustain value over time.

For each of the solutions, customers can 
opt for one out of three levels of material 
management performance: guaranteed 
repair, part availability, and fleet availabil-
ity. The latter augments part availability 
with maintenance delegated to Airbus for 
optimal aircraft availability, based on fixed 
hourly and monthly rates.

For specific fleets, Airbus is retaining the 
existing HCare First package to fulfill the needs 
of VIP customers and operators of Airbus Cor-
porate Helicopters (ACH) aircraft and HCare 
Classics for the legacy fleet. The Marignane, 
France-based airframer launched HCare 
Classics late last year jointly with the HData- 
Power service o"er for aircraft equipped with 
the Helionix avionics suite (H135, H145, H160, 
and H175).   

Airbus has become “very active” in buying 
back used aircraft to source and secure parts 
to address lags in its supply chain, Zammert 
confirmed. “We started with a couple of 
EC120Bs and will continue with Pumas.” C.B.

 continues on page 38 
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Helicopter OEMs suspend 
Russian business activities
by Mark Huber

Western helicopter OEMs are pausing their 
business in Russia due to the Ukraine conflict.

“In response to the Russian Federation’s 
further invasion of Ukraine, the Bureau of 
Industry and Security has issued a final rule, 
‘Implementation of Sanctions Against Russia 
Under the Export Administration Regulations 
(EAR),’ which implements new Russia license 
requirements and licensing policies to protect 
U.S. national security and foreign policy inter-
ests,” Robinson Helicopter advised in a notice 
to dealers and service centers in Russia and 
Ukraine last week. 

“These controls primarily target Russia’s 
defense, aerospace, and maritime sectors. 
New EAR license requirements extend to 
many items that did not previously require 
a license to Russia on the basis of their 

commerce control list classification alone, 
such as parts and components used in civil 
aircraft controlled under ECCN (export con-
trol classification number) 9A991.d.

“Under the stringent licensing review pol-
icy being implemented, applications for the 
export, re-export, or transfer (in-country) of 
items now require a license for Russia and will 
be reviewed under a ‘policy of denial.’ Based 
on the above, Robinson Helicopter Company 
is not able to process, ship, or accept any 
orders for Russia at this time.”  

Robinson CEO Kurt Robinson told AIN, 
“Robinson has a substantial fleet of commer-
cial and personal helicopters operating in 
Ukraine and Russia. Like everyone else, we 
were surprised by the recent turn of events 
in Russia and sincerely hope for a quick and 
peaceful resolution to this conflict.”

Bell parent Textron has also paused activities 

in Russia, saying, “Textron is no longer doing 
business within Russia and is closing its Russia 
office. We will cease sales of our aviation and 
other products and services in Russia.” 

Leonardo has responded similarly, with a 
company spokesman telling AIN, “Leonardo 
is monitoring closely the situation in the 
Ukraine and responding to our respective 
government policies across our geographies. 
Leonardo Helicopters has already stopped 
sending components and spares to Russia and 
has recalled its personnel.” 

Airbus stopped supplying spare parts for 
its aircraft in Russia last week and suspended 
the services including those it was providing 
through its Airbus Engineering Center in Rus-
sia “pending further review.” 

A company spokesman told AIN, “Airbus 
[Helicopters] is monitoring the situation 
closely and analyzing the impact of the sanc-
tions on our business and operations. The 
company is applying and will continue to 
apply the sanctions fully. In line with interna-
tional sanctions currently in place, Airbus has 
suspended deliveries and  support services to 
Russian customers, as well as the supply of 
spare parts to the country.”

A spokesman for Sikorsky parent Lockheed 
Martin said the company “is taking steps to 
help address the worsening humanitarian 
crisis through multiple partners, including 
committing aid to the Polish Red Cross, pro-
viding immediate relief to refugees in Poland, 
funding new shelters in Romania, and ensur-
ing delivery of medical supplies in Ukraine. 
We also are offering financial support to our 
employees in Poland who are voluntarily host-
ing Ukrainian refugee families. In addition, 
we continue to support U.S. service members, 
including those recently deployed to the East-
ern European theater and their families.” z

Stakeholders gather to impact vertiport/vertistop design standard
Industry stakeholders gathered yesterday at Heli-Expo for an 

“infrastructure day” to review and comment on the FAA’s draft engi-
neering brief for a vertiport and vertistop design standard. The engi-
neering brief will eventually produce an FAA advisory circular (AC) 
for vertiports.

Rex Alexander, principal of the heliport/vertiport consultancy Five 
Alpha, told AIN following the gathering that he believes this AC will 
be published no earlier than 2024, “but it is anybody’s guess” as to 
the timing. With companies expecting to inaugurate eVTOL passen-
ger service by 2025, “we are on a pretty tight timeline” to provide 

feedback and impact the FAA standard, he added.
That standard is critical for harmonizing constituent parts, including 

national fire protection standards, local building codes, and insurance 
requirements. “If you don’t have a standard, what do you do then?” 
Alexander asked.

Stakeholders are making good progress akin to the input provided 
by the U.S. Helicopter Safety Team when the FAA’s heliport design 
guide was developed, according to Alexander. “The problem is that 
technology is always outpacing policy, but we are working really hard 
to get policy close.”  M.H.

Robinson Helicopter’s turbine-powered R66 is popular in Russia but due to the Ukraine conflict, 
export regulations now prohibit the factory from shipping or supporting its products there.
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Robinson Helicopter sees 
strong post-Covid rebound
by Curt Epstein

After enduring a Covid-induced delivery 
slump in 2020, Robinson Helicopter Com-
pany is experiencing a resurgence. Company 
president and chairman Kurt Robinson told 
AIN that after a dip in deliveries to 177 units 
in 2020, the Torrance, California-based man-
ufacturer rebounded to 244 deliveries last year 
even as it continued to sort out Covid restric-
tions and supply chain disruptions.

Making up its 2021 deliveries were 33 R22s, 
10 R44 Cadets, 34 R44 Raven Is, 81 Raven IIs, 
and 86 of its top-of-the-line turbine-powered 
R66s, for a 37 percent rise in deliveries over 
the previous year. “That was a significant 

increase and actually, it was the first time we 
produced more 66s than Raven IIs,” explained 
Robinson, adding that “last year, the orders 
just kept coming in and so we’ve been trying 
to raise production [rates].”

After tallying orders for approximately 
450 helicopters last year, Robinson noted the 
company has a backlog of 300 helicopters 
with orders placed now likely to be fulfilled in 
early 2023. “If I had a ship completed now we 
could sell it in about a minute,” said Robinson. 

“What we’re really impressed with is demand 
seems to be coming from all over the world.”

Given those conditions, Robinson expects 
this year’s delivery total to continue that 
upward trajectory. “I’m targeting the 340-350 

range, but we’ll have to see how it goes 
because there are still residual e!ects of sup-
plier issues and hiring, and everything else 
that is going on,” he said. “We did 500 back 
in 2013 but we are definitely coming back up. 
I believe we’ll be in the range of 400 to 500 
helicopters a year here for the next couple 
of years.”

At this year’s Heli-Expo, Robinson is dis-
playing several rotorcraft at its booth (8743) 
including an R66, a Raven II, and a Cadet. In 
the static display, Robinson will also have an 
ENG-equipped R66 on display from customer 
Sky Helicopters.

All except the Cadet will be equipped with 
the new Genesys Aerosystems autopilot, 
which was recently certified for Robinson 
products. It includes an airspeed hold mode 
as well as a “washout” mode that will automat-
ically maintain attitude position if the cyclic 
is held in that direction for several seconds.

A new standard o!ering this year for Rob-
inson’s piston-powered R22 and R44 is elec-
tronic ignition. “We worked with Lycoming on 
that and have been testing it here for almost 
a year, and we’re really happy with it,” noted 
Robinson. The upgrade replaces the left start-
ing magneto on the aircraft, leaving the right 
magneto to provide redundancy. “That’s in 
all aircraft, starting from the August price 
increase from last year, which are now going 
down the line.”

While a high-definition cockpit camera has 
been a standard feature for the past year on 
the R66 and an optional add-on for the R44 
and R22, it will now be standard equipment 
on all R44s with orders placed following this 
year’s price increase on January 15. “Opera-
tors love having it,” Robinson explained, add-
ing they can check on pilot performance and 
view the flight conditions when warning lights 
illuminate, helping to diagnose maintenance 
issues. “At first it was like ‘Hey, I don’t want 
Big Brother watching me,’ and then they get 
over that in a pretty short time.”

Another new option on all three of its 
helicopter types is a cyclic guard that can 
be raised if there is a passenger flying in the 
left seat to prevent them from inadvertently 
knocking the cyclic.

The company is also debuting a larger 
boarding step at this year’s Heli-Expo. Unlike 
earlier models, the new boarding step can 
serve occupants entering both the front and 
back seats of the helicopter. It will be installed 
on both the R44 and R66 on display at its 
booth and retails for $3,800 a pair. ]

Last year Robinson Helicopter increased deliveries by 37 percent over its 2020 tally. In particular, the 
OEM’s turbine-powered R66 outpaced the piston-engine R44 Raven II for the first time.
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Metro embraces camera, 
training technology
by Mark Huber

Metro Aviation, continuing 
to broaden its use of new and 
advanced technologies, is wind-
ing down the test phase of a base 
weather camera trial at the Uni-
versity of Michigan Children’s 
Hospital in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
The helicopter ambulance ser-
vices provider, which is running 
the Michigan weather camera 
program in cooperation with the 
FAA, began the trial in August.

When placed into regular 
operation, Brian Bihler, director 

of operations for Metro (Booth 
7736), said the cameras, which 
cost just under $10,000, will more 
than pay for themselves.

The company’s base at the 
Ann Arbor hospital is 4.2 nm 
from the nearest airport’s auto-
mated surface observing system 
(ASOS) and the hospital does 
not have its own weather report-
ing station. The nearest airport 
is located in a valley, and its 
ASOS reports often vary greatly 
from the actual weather at the 
helicopter air ambulance, caus-
ing missions to be unnecessarily 

scrapped. “Sometimes they’re 
fogged in and we’re high VFR,” 
said Brian Bihler, Metro’s direc-
tor of operations.

Bihler estimates the Ann Arbor 
base could pick up an additional 
16 missions per year or more by 
relying on weather observations 
from the camera. Metro bought 
the equipment through the FAA, 
which has had a long-established 
weather camera program in 
Alaska and has recently expanded 
it to Colorado.

Bihler sees other areas in the 
U.S. where weather cameras 

could also have a positive impact, 
including the mountainous areas 
of North Carolina. While current 
program rules do not allow pilots 
to access weather camera images 
and data directly from the cock-
pit, that could change over time, 
according to Bihler, adding that 
Metro could potentially offer 
weather cameras to its 38 pro-
grams at more than 140 bases in 
the U.S.

“Everybody is kind of watching 
it to see exactly what kind of data 
we’re going to get from it [the 
camera],” Bihler said. “We really 
hope that this takes o! and that 
the FAA sees the value in it. There 
are a lot of people who can access 
that camera. Air tra"c control in 
Ann Arbor can look at it and our 
operational control center here 
[in Shreveport] can also look at 
it. It’s live data.”

Training is another area 
where Metro is investing; the 
company recently purchased 60 
Icarus (Instrument Conditions 
Awareness Recognition and 
Understanding System) devices 
to help improve its pilots’ 
instrument flying proficiency 
and to train for inadvertent 
entry into instrument meteoro-
logical conditions (IMC).

Metro is in the process of dis-
tributing the devices to its bases.

“We did a trial run out in the 
field with a certain program and 
the feedback was phenomenal, 
the value of the training was 
unbelievable,” Bihler remarked. 

“We were relying heavily on our 
simulators here in Shreveport, 
but our pilots only come back 
here maybe once or twice a year. 
With these devices, you can rep-
licate IFR conditions without 
being in the simulator. From 
our perspective, that’s huge. 
When our crews are down—and 
there’s a lot of waiting around 
in the air medical business—
they can be practicing their IFR 
proficiency in the aircraft and 
still be ready to go on a mission 
at a moment’s notice.” ]

Metro Aviation is assessing the 
benefits of weather cameras and 
the Icarus view-limiting device 
for pilot training.

The Icarus device allows instructors to gradually change the opacity of the helmet-mounted visor, using a smart-
phone app, to allow students to practice entry into instrument meteorologial conditions safely and effectively.
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HAI strives for wider reach  
with SMS and ASAP programs
by Kerry Lynch

Helicopter Association International (HAI) is 
progressing on a number of initiatives—from 
safety management systems (SMS) to aviation 
safety actions plans (ASAP)—as it works with 
industry partners to raise the bar for operators of 
all sizes. The association recently signed up the 
first participant of its SMS program, unveiled 
last year, and already has operators engaged in 
the ASAP program that HAI o!ers in collabo-
ration with the Air Charter Safety Foundation.

These e!orts will be front and center at Heli-
Expo through its safety zone (Booth 6802) that 
will house a number of safety organizations 
and firms that are working alongside HAI to 
address the varied needs of a diverse industry, 
HAI president and CEO Jim Viola said. He noted 
that at the last in-person Heli-Expo in Anaheim, 
California, “as soon as you walked in the door 
you couldn’t miss the safety zone.” He expects 
a large presence again this year exhibiting with 
dozens of safety professionals and partners.

“As an association, the responsibility is to 
have a safe industry and an industry that peo-
ple trust. I really don’t enjoy seeing the head-
lines of accidents involving helicopters on the 
front page,” Viola told AIN. The challenge for 
the association is to find initiatives that can fit 
with operators of all sizes and missions and it 
becomes particularly important as a new class 
of operator, and vehicle, emerges, he said.

In establishing the SMS program, Viola 
stated, “we were trying to find some part-
ners that could look at all the missions that 
helicopters do.” This led to the selection of 
Baldwin Safety & Compliance, Wyvern, and 
the Air Charter Safety Foundation to develop 
multi-tiered programs that could be tailored 
around missions, fleets, and operational envi-
ronments. “Everybody’s unique,” he remarked.

With the pandemic, Viola conceded that 
“we’ve been a little slow at getting started” 
with the initiative. But some segments are 
ticking upward and operators are “leaning for-
ward” as they look to manage business safely.

According to Viola, most operators are 
aware of SMS and understand that they will be 
facing regulations requiring the adoption of 

such programs, “but they still seem reluctant 
to get started.” He remarked that some of that 
reluctance can be remedied by explaining the 
programs in detail and pointing out where the 
operators are already incorporating many ele-
ments of SMS. They also need to understand, 
he said, “they’re not reaping all the benefits by 
not having a formal program and following it.”

As for HAI’s ASAP program, which is a vol-
untary safety reporting program designed to 
root out potential issues in a non-punitive 
manner, Viola is encouraged that the initia-
tive is “starting to pick up a little steam. We 
have several helicopter operators leading the 
charge and taking advantage of our partner-
ship with the Air Charter Safety Foundation to 
get access to actively manage aviation safety 
action programs at a!ordable fees.”

A!ordability is a key factor in buy-in, espe-
cially for smaller operators that may not have 
the same resources, he acknowledged. The 
ASAP program “has shown people that there 
is a path forward. I think that sharing the 

information without having the punishment 
side of it is really important,” Viola added.

As it develops safety products for its mem-
bers, HAI has been working on the interna-
tional stage to enhance safety globally. This 
includes the transition of the International 
Helicopter Safety Foundation to the Vertical 
Aviation Safety Team (VAST), an e!ort that 
Viola explained is designed to “make sure 
that we’re all-inclusive of not only where 
we’ve been, but where we are going to with 
the future aircraft coming out.”

VAST, which kicked o! its first meeting in 
February alongside the U.S. Helicopter Safety 
Team, is intended to be the overarching global 
supporter of regional teams. “It was clear 
when we were doing the reorganization that 
the regional [safety] teams wanted to have 
the ability to lean on VAST. We can provide 
or collaborate on information, but we don’t 
direct the regional teams. We are supporting.”

Viola was pleased with the progress made 
towards an international reach. While the 
pandemic has slowed that down, VAST o"-
cials have been able to meet with international 
regulators, particularly in Europe. “That has 
been a good connection and they understand 
what we’re trying to do with VAST.”

Pointing to other regions where the team 
is making inroads, he added, “We’ve worked 
very closely with India,” including monthly 
calls. “I would gladly do monthly calls with 
other regions that think we could help them.”

Viola believes this outreach is critical 
because “vertical flight can bring tremendous 
opportunities for the public” but governments 
in some regions don’t have much interest in 
fostering the industry out of safety concerns. 
This underscores a need to build trust with 
such operations, he said. Having a strong safety 
protocol can pave the way, and VAST hopes to 
point civil aviation authorities in the direction 
of at least best practices, if not a baseline safety 
plan, that is in concert with global standards.

This is not only important to build up the 
rotorcraft sector but emerging segments, such 
as eVTOLs. “We’re working to be inclusive,” he 
said. “The challenge is bringing these eVTOL James Viola, president and CEO, Helicopter 

Association International.  continues on page 25 
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Airbus Racer on pace  
for 2022 first flight
by Cathy Buyck

Airbus Helicopters’ Rapid and Cost-E!cient 
Rotorcraft—better known by its acronym 
Racer—is progressing steadily and on course 
to start its flight campaign this year, according 
to Brice Makinadjian, the company’s chief engi-
neer for the program. “We are moving towards 
a first flight for the demonstrator in the second 
half of 2022, more towards the end of the year,” 
Makinadjian told AIN during a media briefing 
in Marignane, France, ahead of Heli-Expo 2022.

When announced in 2017, Airbus (Booth 
7750, Static S19) said Racer would begin 
flights in 2020. However, the European OEM 
was forced to revise the timeline of the first 
flight several times, pointing to a variety of 
reasons such as program management com-
plexity and the slowdown of several produc-
tion lines in the supply chain as a result of the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

The first assembly phase of the compound 
high-speed rotorcraft took place at Airbus 

Helicopters’ site in Donauwörth, Germany, 
and the demonstrator was transferred to the 
Marignane site seven months ago.

“We have now received almost 100 percent 
of all parts from our partners in the Clean 
Sky 2 contract,” Makinadjian said. The Euro-
pean Union’s Clean Sky 2 public-private aero-
space research initiative awarded "200 million 
($227 million) for the Racer development 
project, which involves some 40 companies 
and academic institutions from 13 countries 
across Europe. Several of the partners brought 
expertise from outside of aeronautics.

Airbus’s Racer program builds on the 
findings of its predecessor, the X3 high-
speed compound rotorcraft demonstrator 
that performed its first flight in 2010. “The 
aim of the X3 was to validate the technology. 

‘Are we able to fly at this speed [220 knots 
in cruise] without technological problems?’ 
The answer is yes. Now we want to demon-
strate the missions, the [aircraft’s] e!ciency, 
and speed advantage,” Makinadjian noted 

while acknowledging that only a fraction of 
the X3 components have been retained for 
the Racer. “Almost everything is new.” This 
includes a fresh design.

The seven- to eight-tonne Racer is designed 
to cruise nearly twice as fast as a conventional 
helicopter. With speeds up to 220 knots and a 
target range of 400 nm, the project aircraft aims 
at achieving the best tradeo# between speed, 
cost-e!ciency, and mission performance.

Racer is powered by a pair of 2,500-shp 
Safran Aneto-1X engines that provide 25 per-
cent more power than similar-size engines. 
Up to a 15 percent reduction in fuel burn can 
be achieved when one of the two engines is 
placed in standby mode during cruise flight—a 
configuration Safran calls “eco mode.” Flight 
testing of Safran’s hybrid-electric stop and 
start system is planned for next year.

Overall, the flight-test campaign will be 
used to validate Racer against the Clean Sky 2 
environmental and acoustic footprint goals 
of 20 percent lower CO2 and NOx emissions, 
as well as 20 percent less noise than current 
helicopters. Final assembly is progressing rap-
idly since the arrival of the demonstrator in 
Marignane in the third quarter, and the high-
speed compound rotorcraft is “taking shape,” 
Airbus Helicopters CEO Bruno Even recently 
said on Twitter.

Airbus’s Racer 
compound high-
speed rotorcraft 
will fly about 
twice as fast as 
a conventional 
helicopter.

 continues on page 14 
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“We are very passionate and motivated,” 
confirmed Makinadjian, revealing that the 
demonstrator already rests on its own land-
ing gear and installation of the fuel system 
and flight controls—the aircraft employs 
conventional, as opposed to fly-by-wire flight 
controls—have been finalized. Its asymmetric 
tail boom, designed for a performance gain up 
to 10 percent in hover, and distinctive “box 
wing” have been attached to the fuselage—a 
hybrid of metal and composites.

The fixed double wing is one of the most 
striking elements of the demonstrator and 
stands also as a “major” component of the 
Racer formula, Makinadjian remarked. Its new 
wings—which will have two lateral pusher pro-
pellers mounted—actively enhance the heli-
copter’s performance by providing additional 
vertical lift and the ability to fly further and 
faster than conventional helicopters. At cruise 
speed, roughly half the helicopter’s lift comes 
from its fixed wing.

Meanwhile, the critical three-meter-long 
shafts, which turn at up to 3,000 rpm, were 
sent to Poland in February for final balancing 
and fatigue testing and are scheduled to return 
to Marignane this month. Airbus is still waiting 
for the gearboxes from Avio Aero in Italy and 

expects to receive the main gearbox in June 
and the lateral gearboxes later in the year.

The main gearbox will be tested at Airbus’s 
facilities in Marignane and the lateral gearboxes 
at Avia Aero. While awaiting the lateral gear-
boxes, the Racer team will place their gearbox 
mockup in the demonstrator “to check that 
everything is fitting [properly],” Makinadjian 
said. In parallel, the team will finalize the doc-
umentation and activities for the permits to fly.

Airbus plans to operate several demonstra-
tion flights to validate different missions it has 
identified for the compound high-speed rotor-
craft. While they have not yet been locked in, 
Makinadjian said possibilities span para- public 
missions, short-haul corporate use for efficient 
hops between cities, and time-critical search 

and rescue missions (SAR).
Thanks to its higher speed, Racer will 

be able to cover a much larger area in the 
so-called “golden hour” time frame during 
SAR missions versus conventional helicop-
ters. “We would like to demonstrate this with 
a hoist being fitted to the Racer and simulate 
a quick patient transfer,” Makinadjian added.

The Racer demonstrator features a cabin 
of similar size as the H145 light twin, which 
is able to seat six to eight passengers in exec-
utive configuration. “But the concept is scal-
able,” according to Makinadjian. He believes 
the formula is even fully applicable to mili-
tary missions, but that falls outside the scope 
of the Clean Sky 2 initiative, which focuses 
purely on innovations in the civil sector. z

Spain selects P&WC engines for 36-helicopter order
Spain’s government has selected Pratt & 
Whitney Canada’s (P&WC) PW206B3 engine 
to power the 36 Airbus H135 helicopters it has 
ordered for the Spanish Air Force and Navy, 
Guardia Civil, and National Police, P&WC 
(Booth 5309) announced today at Heli-Expo. 
Airbus Helicopters offers the H135 with either 
the PW206B3 or the Safran Arrius 2B2 Plus 
turboshaft engines.

The Guardia Civil and National Police have 
operated the PW206B3 and predecessor 
PW206B2 on their EC135 fleets for 16 years 
and the engines have brought “full satisfac-
tion,” according to the Spanish Ministry of 
Defense’s General Directorate for Armament 
and Materiel. “This along with the overall per-
formance of the PW206B3 engine were the 
major decision factors here.”

Certified by Transport Canada, EASA, and 
FAA in 2014, the PW206B3 delivers 500 to 
700 shp and features Fadec, three major 

rotating components, and a modular design 
for ease of maintenance. “The PW206B3 
is the third variant of the PW206B engine 
developed to power successive models of the 
H135 helicopter, one of the most popular light 
twin-engine helicopters on the market with 

more than 25 years of service in military and 
civilian applications,” said Nicolas Chabée, 
P&WC v-p of helicopter sales and marketing.

The aircraft engine OEM also announced 
today that its PT6B-37A engine will power 
the four Leonardo AW119Kx light-twin heli-
copters ordered as part of a fleet renewal 
by Mercy Flight Central, a helicopter EMS 
operator serving the Finger Lakes and cen-
tral and southern Adirondack regions of 
New York.

“As Mercy Flight Central evaluated options 
for our replacement aircraft, we focused on 
equipment that would serve our needs for 
decades,” said Mercy Flight president and 
CEO Jeff Bartkoski. “The AW119Kx with the 
PT6B engine was our clear No. 1 choice. 
The engine provides us with an outstanding 
record of reliability and performance while 
achieving efficiencies that exceeded other 
alternatives.” J.S.

Certified by Transport Canada, EASA, and FAA 
in 2014, the PW206B3 delivers 500 to 700 shp.

 continued from page 12
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Hirschberg: all aviation will 
benefit from eVTOL tech
by Mark Huber

A flood of new eVTOL orders was announced 
in 2021, representing potentially thousands of 
aircraft from customers as diverse as United 
Airlines to the Bristow Group. Mike Hirschberg, 
executive director of the Vertical Flight Society 
(VFS), sees this as a distinctly positive sign for 
this emerging aircraft sector, with a few caveats.

“It is an indicator of interest, 
but the orders are conditional. It 
is interesting that the companies 
with the largest number of orders 
are not the leading developers. 
There are a few companies that 
are actually flight testing their 
operational product for FAA certi-
fication, but many others have not 
flown a full-scale version of that 
they are developing. Few have a 
product they are close to develop-
ing and selling,” he cautioned. 

Nevertheless, “The orders are 
a great way for the eVTOL com-
panies to say that they are developing air-
craft with these capabilities and have these 
potential customers lined up. And it is also a 
great way for the operators to show that they 
are thinking forward. It is an indicator that 
there is interest and a mutually reinforcing 
announcement and helps support the devel-
opment of the aircraft. And everyone in the 

airline business is highly motivated to reduce 
emissions so they are not regulated to do so,” 
he said. 

But the torrent of capital poured into the 
eVTOL market in the last few years—an esti-
mated $6 billion in 2021 alone, some of which 
came through special purpose acquisition com-
panies or SPACs—was directed at just a hand-
ful of players and is not likely to be repeated, 

Hirschberg believes. “I don’t expect 
to see these types of billion-dollar 
investments in the future that we 
saw with the SPACs. In the begin-
ning of 2020, there was a frenzy 
of investment into eVTOLs. One 
analyst called it FOMO—the fear 
of missing out. The leading compa-
nies raised eye-watering amounts 
of money to support developing 
aircraft. But it has been declin-
ing since then. While SPACs are a 
great way to pump money into a 
developing company, they’re not a 
panacea. There are SEC [Securities 

& Exchange Commission] concerns and people 
looking to make money on the SPAC deal as 
opposed to developing an aircraft.”

However, the money is enough to get lead-
ing eVTOL developers either across or near 
the certification goal line, Hirschberg said, 
albeit the capital required is astonishing. “For 
a new aircraft, you need about $1 billion, 1,000 

engineers, and ten years as a rule of thumb. 
There are exceptions, but that is the order of 
magnitude. We do expect to see more com-
panies [certify aircraft] other than the six 
or seven who now who are leading develop-
ment, but that’s the order of magnitude [of 
resources] that is required.”  

Hirschberg suspects eVTOLs will be the 
first new aircraft to be certified under the new 
rules for light aircraft, FAR Part 23.64, and that 
some of the technologies aboard will inevita-
bly migrate for use onboard conventional air-
craft. “Everybody is looking at the technologies 
like electric and hydrogen to reduce overall 
emissions. Things like fly-by-wire, lightweight 
composites, advanced manufacturing, electric 
motors, batteries—these technologies that are 
being developed, when they are certified, can 
be applied to all aircraft, not just eVTOLs, but 
conventional aircraft—both piston and tur-
bine-powered. They have a lot of potential to 
change the world and change aviation.”

With helicopters, that could begin with 
hybrid-electric systems on tail rotors, he 
remarked. “There are benefits to having 
hybrid-electric power for helicopters, but they 
will be specific use cases, much like we have 
seen with NOTAR (no tail rotor anti-torque 
systems) or shrouded tail rotors, where there 
are benefits. There will be some helicopters in 
the future that have hybrid technologies and 
some that don’t.” 

He sees fly-by-wire flight controls as the 
key to maximizing the potential of eVTOLs. 

“Fly-by-wire can make aircraft partially auton-
omous, fully autonomous, and very intuitive 
and easy to fly. [Its use in eVTOLs] will prove 
its benefit for other [future Part 23] aircraft, 

Mike Hirschberg,  
executive director, 

Vertical Flight Society

 continues on page 25 

Bristow has ordered 50 Vertical Aerospace VA-X4s, and airlines, including American Airlines and Virgin Atlantic Airways, have also placed orders. 
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Astronautics Consolidates  
to New Campus 
Astronautics (Booth 4312) is relocating its manufac-
turing and repair station from urban Milwaukee to 
the suburb of Oak Creek, Wisconsin. Relocation 
to the 80,000-sq-ft facility will be completed by 
mid-March.

Moving these capabilities constitutes the sec-
ond phase of Astronautics’s transition to the Oak 
Creek campus for its headquarters, engineering, 
programs, and support services functions. 

Astronautics manufactures avionics systems 
for military and commercial aircraft, including 
electronic primary flight and engine displays, 
electronic flight bags, and certified servers for 
airborne applications.  

Shadin To Unveil New  
Embedded Control System
Shadin Avionics (Booth 9057) has installed 
Mike Ingram as president and CEO and aligned 
with fellow Maverick Investment unit Electronic 
Concepts and Engineering (ECE) to expand its 
product portfolio. Later this month, Shadin plans 
to present a new embedded control system 
platform developed in partnership with ECE.

The modular, customizable system can be 
used for applications including engine control, 
strut data collection, weapons, fire, and trigger 
controls, blade pitch systems, and power 
management. 

ECE provides hardware, software, me-
chanical, and environmental design, as well as 
control system modeling. Shadin is known for 
its rotorcraft STCs for installation of fuel flow 
indicators, transducers, fuel flow systems, and 
autopilot interfaces.

ASG Places Hundreds  
of Helo Pilots
Retained search firm Aviation Search Group 
(Booth 4124) has surpassed 700 placements of 
helicopter pilots, a milestone for the 20-year-old 
Roanoke, Texas-based company.

“It certainly is a cool milestone, a true 
testament to our process and our people,” said 
executive director Gary Miner.

Aviation Search Group specializes in execu-
tive and technical searches for the aviation industry 
and uses a dedicated process to identify candi-
dates who will remain with employer-clients for 
the long term. The company also offers a variety of 
hiring programs tailored to position type, number 
of candidates, and location, along with dedicated 
recruiters to assist clients in hiring.
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Sikorsky tests pilotless 
future with Matrix tech
by Mark Huber

In collaboration with the Pentagon’s Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), 
Sikorsky Aircraft (Booth 8209) recently 
completed the first autonomous—and 
uncrewed—S-70 Black Hawk flight. The mile-
stone mission last month lasted 30 minutes at 
the U.S. Army’s Fort Campbell base in Kentucky.

The unmanned helicopter was part of 
DARPA’s Alias—Aircrew Labor In-cockpit 
Automation System—program. Sikorsky’s 
Matrix hardware and software autonomy 
technologies are at the heart of Alias, and Igor 
Cherepinsky, director of Sikorsky Innovations, 
is at the center of Matrix. 

In addition to the military applications such 
as Alias, Cherepinsky sees Matrix as a game-
changer for high-risk civil missions, including 
night aerial firefighting and over-water search 
and rescue (SAR). Lockheed Martin subsidiary 
Sikorsky is presently working with the FAA to 
certify the system, which uses a plethora of 
onboard sensors, lidar, and cameras mated to 
proprietary hardware and software.

The system comes with a kit that converts vir-
tually any aircraft to varying degrees of add-on 
fly-by-wire control that Cherepinsky likens to 

“lane assist” on cars. “Depending on the type of 
steering it has, some cars do well with lane assis-
tance and some cars do not do so well,” he said.

Key to Matrix “doing well” is Sikorsky’s 
proprietary algorithms, which di!erentiate 
it from the guidance systems aboard exist-
ing drones that Cherepinsky characterizes as 

“sophisticated autopilots following waypoints.” 
Matrix can be flown both line-of-sight and 
beyond-line-of-sight, and an aircraft equipped 
with it can have its mission changed from an 
operator “in the cockpit, backseat, Oklahoma, 
or the moon,” he said. 

With Matrix, an operator gives the sys-
tem goals and mission constraints, “and the 
machine produces a plan that it will follow. If 
you can’t talk to it, it will still produce a plan 
and it will handle contingencies if something 
deviates from the norm,” Cherepinsky said. 

“It is not an end-all, be-all sort of intelligence, 
but it is fairly robust.”

As an example, as Matrix continuously 
runs through the aircraft checklist, if some-
thing drops o! the minimum equipment list 
in flight and is mission-critical, the system 
can land the aircraft expeditiously. “We have 
demonstrated this return-to-base function-
ality and in short order will be doing more 

demonstrations of that,” Cherepinsky added.
Despite all this functionality, he said Matrix 

does not rely on artificial intelligence in terms 
of machine learning when critical flight deci-
sions need to be made “where the failure 
would mean that something terrible would 
happen.” Nor would any military application 
of it be used to make weapons decisions.

However, he said it could be used to assist 
in targeting “for safe operation of the aircraft.” 
For example, “If the aircraft is in a degraded 
visual environment, Matrix will make sure 
the aircraft can continue safe flight, but com-
pletely independent of the weapons systems.” 

Matrix is designed to be modular from both 
a hardware and software perspective to facil-
itate ease of maintenance and updating, and 
the architecture is scalable down to eVTOLs 
or “even smaller aircraft than that,” Cherepin-
sky said. But he added that the system cannot 
be updated wirelessly.

“Technologically, it could, but from cyberse-
curity and other concerns it probably shouldn’t 
be, so it is not designed to do that,” he said. 
But Cherepinsky added that third parties will 
be able to write apps and fly the aircraft.

Sikorsky is exploring a wider window of 
man-machine interfaces for Matrix, includ-
ing the possible development of wrap-around, 
one-piece touchscreen cockpit displays that 
are simple and intuitive. Cherepinsky hinted 
that the company is developing such a display 
for its S-76B Sikorsky Autonomy Research 
Aircraft Matrix platform and has run demon-
strations with Matrix using voice commands 
to secondary functions, including change of 
radio frequencies and running checklists.

But it is Matrix’s ability to speed overwater 
SAR missions that is perhaps its most impact-
ful utility, something Cherepinsky calls “super 
search.” Rather than setting an autopilot to fly 
grid patterns, Matrix can be told to look for a 
boat, person, or something even smaller.

“Matrix knows what sensors you have on 
the aircraft and builds a map model of that. It 
understands the environment and it actively 
creates a search pattern that to a human may 
look random, but that in flight test and simu-
lation [can find the target] about 30 percent 
faster compared to [flying] a typical search 
pattern,” he said.

Notably, Matrix can calculate the drift of an 
object in the water over time, locate and cal-
culate the approximate search area, and then 
use lidar and cameras to locate the object. “If 
someone is in the water, every minute mat-
ters,” Cherepinsky said. ]

A pilotless Sikorsky S-70 Black Hawk took to the skies on February 5 to demonstrate the  
airframer’s Matrix autonomous operation technology. 
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Foresight MX Gains Canadian  
STC Approval for H125
GPMS (Booth 6605) has received Transport 
Canada STC approval for installation of its Fore-
sight MX health usage and monitoring system 
(HUMS) on the Airbus H125 platform, including 
the AS350B3. East West Helicopter (Booth 7222) 
completed the installation via its associated Cana-
dian company, Panterra Heli Support.

Foresight weighs six pounds and is sold as a 
service. It provides predictive engine and com-
ponents monitoring, rotor track and balance, 
and flight data monitoring with exceedence 
alerting. Its cloud-based system data moves au-
tomatically via Wi-Fi or cellular connections and 
is accessible via any browser-equipped device.

Getting the ‘Top Drop’ on Fires 
Rogerson Kratos subsidiary Top Drop (Booth 
2409, Static S11) is offering an equipment 
suite that provides upgraded navigation, 
surveillance, and sensor systems enabling, 
night-time aerial firefighting operations for 
UH-60 Black Hawks.

Top Drop CEO Michael Rogerson said the 
package not only supports day/night opera-
tions but also delivers “the best accuracy while 
replenishing drops with a hover snorkel for the 
fastest return on the fire.”

It features a digital cockpit, a quick-fill 
internal water tank, and high-definition 
cameras. The avionics suite includes digital 
displays, moving map, flight-following satcom, 
enhanced navigation, dual commercial radios, 
ADS-B, Loud Hailer, digital audio system, 
telemetry unit, integrated FMS, and integrated 
maintenance system.

Twirly Birds Name 2022  
Les Morris Award Recipient
Nick Lappos, Lockheed Martin’s Senior Fellow 
for Rotary and Mission Systems, is the 2022 
recipient of Twirly Birds’ Les Morris award. An 
aerospace engineering graduate of Georgia 
Tech, Lappos joined Sikorsky Aircraft, now 
owned by Lockheed Martin, in 1973. He 
served various roles at Sikorsky through 2005 
and again from 2011 to present.

Lappos led development of the S-92 heli-
copter, which won the Collier Award under his 
leadership. He also worked on development of 
the S-76, UH-60 Black Hawk, RAH-66,  
CH-53E, and other platforms. 

Lappos will receive the award at the Twirly 
Birds annual meeting this evening. 

http://truebluepowerusa.com/GETSTARTED
https://truebluepowerusa.com/getstarted/?utm_source=ain_hai_daily&utm_medium=qr_code&utm_campaign=gen5&utm_content=ad_hai&utm_term=2/3_page
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Bell seeking icing approval 
for 525 upon market entry
by Kerry Lynch

While still circumspect about certification 
timing, Bell is conducting a series of tests 
on its Model 525 in preparation to have icing 
approval in hand when the super-medi-
um-twin helicopter enters service. Bell (Booth 
3117, Static S71 and S73) has fitted a fully kitted 
525, S/N 14, with shapes that simulate various 
forms of icing for testing of loads and han-
dling qualities.

The Fort Worth, Texas-based rotorcraft 
manufacturer anticipates those tests to be 
completed and the aircraft ready to fly to Mar-
quette, Michigan, in the next few days for test-
ing in actual icing conditions. There, the 525 
will fly behind a tanker that produces an icing 
spray. Icing tests are anticipated to continue 
into April, after which the helicopter will return 
to the company’s facility in Arlington, Texas.

Speaking to reporters in advance of Heli-
Expo, Bell executives said plans call to obtain 
an amended type certification (TC) for icing 
as it secures full approval for the 525. “We’re 
doing that a little di!erently,” said Bell 525 pro-
gram director Derek Mookhoek. “Rather than 
having the basic TC, having [the helicopter] 

enter into service, and then do a follow-on 
amended TC, we want to work that in parallel.”

This will enable the fly-by-wire helicopter to 
be in configuration  “and more sellable to our 
customers at first delivery,” Mookhoek added.

Bell unveiled the 525 Relentless in 2012 as 
a super-medium that could compete against 
larger helicopters at a lower cost. The man-
ufacturer flew the first prototype in July 2015, 
but a series of setbacks—including the 2016 
loss of the first flight-test vehicle—pushed 
out certification.

In addition, the complexities associated 
with its fly-by-wire controls—the first civil-
ian rotary- wing to incorporate such a sys-
tem—has further lengthened the process. But 
in January, the FAA issued special conditions 
surrounding the four-axis fly-by-wire system, 
a key milestone toward certification.

Bell president and CEO Mitch Snyder was 
encouraged by the headway the program has 
made overall toward certification, saying it has 
advanced not only in the flight tests “but also 
in the documentation.” He further expressed 
confidence that “we’ll make tremendous prog-
ress this year. This is going to be a good year.”

Doug May, v-p of flight operations, added 
that the company still has to complete some 
type inspection authorization flights and is 
working through certification reports. “We 
are getting closer and closer to the finish line 
and the engagement with the FAA continues 
to increase,” he said.

While this is ongoing, Bell has set up the 
production line at its factory in Amarillo, 
Texas, and has begun building initial copies. 
However, May could not say when the first 
completed customer versions would roll o! 
the line, as this is dependent on certification.

Phenix flight testing Ultra 2XL coaxial eVTOL drone
Phenix Solutions is flight-testing a single-motor coaxial, remotely 
piloted electric aircraft under the U.S. Air Force Agility Prime pro-
gram, with FAA certification planned for 2023. Agility Prime is an Air 
Force Research Laboratory e!ort to study the potential application 
of electric vertical takeo! and landing (eVTOL) aircraft for transport, 
search and rescue, reconnaissance, and other missions.

Derived from two prototypes—a single-rotor design as well as 
a quadrotor—the Phenix Ultra 2XL’s coaxial design eliminates the 
need for a tailrotor and is “highly stable,” said Phenix president Brian 
Riese. That aircraft is on display this week at Heli-Expo (Booth 6019). 

“The Phenix prototype flight-testing validated our core flight con-
trol avionics, which allowed us to advance a modular-o!-the-shelf 
coaxial design,” Riese added. 

Under Agility Prime, the Air Force is hosting a series of fly-o!s 
through 2025, with the aim of procuring a low-maintenance, fuel- 
e"cient aircraft that costs less than a few million dollars. Air Force 

o"cials would like to field about 30 electric aircraft capable of car-
rying cargo, and potentially passengers, by 2023.  

With the Ultra 2XL, Phenix is working to optimize propulsion and 
rotor design, which Riese estimates should cut out 60 percent of 
traditional maintenance costs and increase availability rates. 

“The Ultra 2XL is aimed at giving ground commanders an aerial logis-
tic asset that can deliver combat supplies to units in an advanced expe-
ditionary basing operations concept. [It] will serve commanders that 
will now be able to direct when and where much-needed supplies are 
delivered to keep pace with operational demands,” he noted.

Built to fit within a standard 20-foot shipping container, the Phenix 
Ultra 2XL can be launched by ground troops in less than 15 minutes. 
It is capable of beyond visual-line-of-sight operation, has a 2,000-
pound payload capacity, and an operational range of 200 miles. With 
FAA certification, Phenix plans to market the aircraft for both civil and 
defense applications. D.P.

Bell is sending the 525 to Marquette, Michigan, 
for flight testing in actual icing conditions, which 
will lead to icing certification.
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Bell needs to first see “if there’s any other 
changes that have to happen before those air-
craft really go to customers,” he said. “As we get 
into next year, we will absolutely start seeing 
aircraft that are complete.”

As the program approaches certification, Sny-
der stated the company is “starting to really work 
with our customers,” in addition to preparing the 
aircraft for the market. He added that the 525 was 
well received from a demo tour conducted late 
last year that brought the helicopter to key loca-
tions in the U.S. “We had a lot of touchpoints 
with customers. They loved the aircraft. So that 
was fun to finally get to show it o!.”

Tim Evans, Bell’s director of business devel-
opment, noted the company had a three-week 
window last fall to bring the helicopter to 
potential customers. “We wanted to put this 
back into the hands of the customer advisory 
board that helped us design it.”

The tour launched in Houston, where it 
was shown to the oil and gas market. Evans 
estimated that as many as a dozen oil and gas 
companies were able to see it and “the overall 
feedback was extremely positive,” he remarked.

Importantly, customers were able to get a 
feel for the 525’s fly-by-wire system and side 
stick, and he said they were “pleased with how 
quickly they were able to adapt to that.” The oil 
and gas market is “certainly more bullish than it 
has been. That market is starting to come back,” 
Evans noted.

Bell also displayed the helicopter to para-
public operations and potential government 
and foreign military customers during a stop 
in Washington, D.C. In all, the tour involved 45 
sorties and more than 400 people flew in the 
aircraft, Evans said.

The Bell executives did not detail order back-
logs, nor first customer, but the company is 
also clearly eyeing northern locations with the 
opening of a 525 Experience Center last year at 
Stavanger Airport in Norway. Bell partnered 
with its area independent representative, the 
Norwegian Aviation & Defense Group, to estab-
lish the facility, as it looks at the o!shore energy 
market. The company had already formed a 
partnership with Norwegian oil and gas oper-
ator Wintershall Dea Norge to bring enhanced 
operational helicopter safety to the North Sea.

Among other key milestones, added Michael 
Thacker, executive v-p of innovation and com-
mercial business, were test flights of the 525 
using sustainable aviation fuel. He said this is 

“highlighting the ability to bring these environ-
mentally sound operating practices to our larg-
est and most capable aircraft.” ]

http://www.robinsonheli.com
http://robinsonheli.com


5th Leonardo 
civil tiltrotor  
joins flight-
test program
by Mark Huber

Leonardo’s first production AW609 civil tiltoror, 
AC5, has joined the test fleet and will fly soon, 
after which it will join the ongoing flight-test 
certification program in Philadelphia, according 
to William Sunick, the company’s head of tiltro-
tor marketing. Rotors turned on AC5 in January 
and it has already been used for ground-based 
certification trials, including indirect e!ects 
of lightning strikes and high-intensity radiated 
fields testing. 

Components for AC5 were contributed “from 
across the Leonardo ecosystem,” including PZL- 
"widnik in Poland and Leonardo UK, Sunick said.

The new aircraft will boost the test fleet to 
four—AC2 was lost in a fatal flight-test crash 
in Italy in 2015. AC1, which first flew in 2003, 
is being used for ground testing in Italy along 
with flying prototype AC4, which recently 
returned from a demonstration tour in Dubai 
and was self-deployed from Milan. AC6, the 
first customer aircraft (for Bristow Group), is 
one of three aircraft currently on the line at the 
AW609 production facility in Philadelphia.

Although production is “still ramping up,” 
according to Sunick, he did not rule out multi-
site production of the aircraft in the future if 
justified by market demand. He noted specific 
mission kits and capabilities, such as search-
and-rescue (SAR) and flight into known icing, 
will be added following aircraft certification. 

“We have a good idea of what all our vari-
ants—SAR, VIP, corporate, EMS, utility, and 
parapublic—will look like as we have all those 
variants flying on our helicopters right now. So 
we have a pretty good idea of what customers 
would want and how to integrate it onto the 
aircraft. But right now we are focused on the 
aircraft itself and getting it certified,” he said. 

“These pieces of kit gear are nothing new.”

Program Moving at Steady Pace
While the program is making steady progress, 
company o#cials declined to o!er estimates 
on when the aircraft will achieve FAA certifi-
cation. “We can’t give you a date for certain,” 
said Sunick, noting the AW609’s unique “pow-
ered lift, tiltrotor subset” certification criteria 
that borrow from FAR Part 29—which gov-
erns helicopters that weigh more than 7,000 
pounds—and the Part 23 and 25 rules that 
apply to fixed-wing aircraft.

“But there is a lot of excitement here and 
we can see the light at the end of the tunnel,” 

he said. “The flight envelope has been 
defined and right now we’re just checking 
the [certification] boxes.” That includes 
using AC1 on a ground stand to verify 
inspection intervals and mean time between 
overhauls, and AC3 for engine handling per-
formance and load level surveys. Leonardo 
is also validating the 30-minute run-dry 
capability of the 609’s five gearboxes— 
a capability that is already found on its con-
ventional helicopters.

While Leonardo has yet to initiate AW609 
pilot and maintainer training, Sunick said the 
company has developed all necessary com-
ponents, adding, “We feel pretty good about 
that.” Last year, Leonardo opened a new train-
ing academy on its Philadelphia campus for 
company aircraft, including the AW609.

This facility includes classrooms, an 
AW609-specific procedure trainer, and a roll-on/ 
roll-o! level-D flight simulator; developed in 
cooperation with its Rotorsim training joint 
venture with CAE. The simulator can be config-
ured with either AW169 medium twin or AW609 
cockpits. Leonardo has also acquired a variety 
of AW609 maintenance training tools, including 
nacelles, engines, and landing gear. “Obviously 
all that and the training syllabus needs to be 
reviewed by the FAA,” Sunick said, but he char-
acterized its development as “methodical.”

According to Sunick, “several hundred” 
Leonardo employees—in Philadelphia and 
Italy—are working on the AW609 program 
and “there is tremendous interest” within 
the company to join the effort on the 
groundbreaking aircraft. “There is a lot of 
excitement behind that. There’s not a lot of 
times when you are part of something new, 
something different, something revolution-
ary. People want to be a part of that.” ]
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Leonardo’s first production AW609, AC5, has joined the test program and will fly soon. Meanwhile, AC6 is 
under construction in Philadelphia and will be delivered to Bristow after certification. 

https://www.unitedrotorcraft.com/


Milestone, Helitak 
develop firefighting 
Sikorsky S-92A
by Mark Huber

Helicopter lessor Milestone 
Aviation (Booth 4916) has part-
nered with Australia’s Helitak to 
make an aerial firefighting kit for 
the Sikorsky S-92A. Milestone 
and Helitak (Booth 1825) have 
developed the FT5000—a 1,050- 
gallon, collapsible, belly-mounted 
fire suppression tank—designed 
specifically for the S-92A. The 
first S-92A equipped with the 
FT5000 is on display this week at 
Heli-Expo (Static S47).

Helitak’s carbon-fiber FT5000 
system for the S-92A can be 

installed or removed in minutes 
and is equipped with a hover 
pump that can fully fill in 48 sec-
onds. The 715-pound tank pro-
vides for greater liquid carrying 
capacity; these contents can be 
dropped in configurable patterns 
through integrated controls to 
more e!ectively fight fires. 

The firefighting S-92A can 
also transport crews of up to 19 
firefighters, and its rear-loading 
cargo ramp o!ers operators the 
ability to quickly reconfigure 
the aircraft from passenger and 
equipment transfers to cargo 
hauling or medevac services.

“This turn-key firefighting 
platform is an industry first and 
combines the versatility of the 
helicopter with Helitak’s innova-
tive tank design,” said Milestone 
president and CEO Pat Sheedy. 

“Milestone and Helitak’s expert 

teams worked closely together 
to craft a solution for the civilian- 
certified S-92A for immediate 
deployment into firefighting mis-
sions across the globe, and we are 
extremely proud of the results 
that have been achieved.” ]

avidyne.com/heli
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Milestone Aviation has partnered with Helitak to create an easy-to-install 
aerial firefighting kit for the S-92A. It features a quick-fill 1,050-gallon tank.

http://Avidyne.com/heli
http://avidyne.com/heli
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ForeFlight adds features 
for helicopter pilots 
by Matt Thurber

ForeFlight has added new features for helicopter 
operators to its iPad/iPhone app and is demon-
strating these and other details this week at 
Heli-Expo (Booth 8625). Among the new capa-
bilities are “advanced weather tools, briefing, 
filing, custom content, and powerful hazard 
awareness features,” according to the company. 
ForeFlight is also giving away a Sentry portable 
ADS-B In receiver each day at the show.

Flight operations departments can create 
custom content containing important infor-
mation and share mission-critical files with 
flight crews using ForeFlight’s Documents 
and Files system. Documents can be orga-
nized in Cloud Documents, and they are then 
accessible by iPad and iPhone users. In the 
Flights section of ForeFlight, files can be 
attached, viewed, and annotated “to keep all 

resources related to a flight in a single, easily 
accessible location,” according to ForeFlight.

With custom content, pilots can click on a 
heliport or waypoint associated with the infor-
mation to view, for example, a landing zone data-
base that can include PDFs containing images 
and text. ForeFlight said this feature is ideal for 
firefighting, mountain flying, law enforcement, 
disaster relief, search and rescue, survey work, 
and other missions. Additional custom content 
can include georeferenced procedure plates, 
static raster charts, and vector maps.

The 3D Preview and 3D Airports features in 
ForeFlight allow pilots to preview a route in 
the app, helping to visualize runway and obsta-
cle lighting, and obstacles. Profile View has 
been enhanced and includes terrain, obstacles, 
airspace, and forecast weather layers.

Search-and-rescue missions, survey flights, 
and other types of operations can benefit 

from ground track and breadcrumb features. 
Users can also add markers on a route for 
later sharing and perusal. Address databases 
for U.S. states are downloadable and acces-
sible without an internet  connection. ]

Leonardo aims for hybrid-powered AW09
Leonardo’s AW09 “is at the center” of the 
company’s e!orts to assess hybrid propul-
sion for helicopters, with full-scale bench 
testing scheduled for 2023 and first flight 
of a hybrid AW09 prototype slated for “a 
couple of years later,” a spokesman told 
AIN. The company has already completed 
a feasibility analysis, defined system archi-
tecture, and begun the development of 

di!erent subsystems with selected technol-
ogy partners.

Research on the hybrid AW09 will be sup-
ported by Leonardo’s network of authorized 
service and logistics centers in more than 40 
countries, as well as company training acad-
emies in Italy, the UK, U.S., and Malaysia.

Meanwhile, flight testing continues on 
the turbine-powered AW09 prototype, which 

has a single Honeywell HTS900 turboshaft 
engine. To date, the AW09 prototypes have 
logged some 500 flight hours. 

Following Leonardo’s acquisition of 
Kopter Group for $185 million in 2020, the 
company acquired the single turbine helicop-
ter program—formerly known as the Kopter 
SKYe SH09—bringing substantial engineer-
ing, production, and marketing resources 
to the project. Last year, it revamped the 
prototype’s design with an elongated mast, 
updated flight controls, Garmin G3000H avi-
onics, revised upper cowlings for improved 
aerodynamics, and a new main rotor hub 
and blades.

The new rotor blades are scheduled to 
undergo flight trials beginning in March on 
test aircraft PS4, followed later this year 
by PS5. A Leonardo spokesman told AIN 
that “these two prototypes are the main 
workhorses for the certification flight-test 
campaign and will be complemented by [an 
earlier flight test aircraft] P3 for those test 
topics for which the aircraft is considered 
representative of the type design.” M.H.

Obstacle highlights in ForeFlight’s Profile View.

Computer rendering of Leonardo’s proposed hybrid AW09 helicopter.
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aircraft in safely. We don’t want that industry 
to come to a screeching halt because all of the 
sudden there was a gap that nobody saw and 
all of the sudden we have safety issues.”

Each eVTOL company is unique in its 
development and that raises the question of 
what is the best approach. Viola believes the 
rotorcraft industry can serve as a resource 
for tying together the varied nascent sector 
to help create a vision of a path forward on 
safety and working with the FAA. “I can help 
find out all the common areas that will help 
with success across all the di!erent types of 
aircraft and di!erent types of operating plans.”

Many of these companies have focused on 
the technical aspects of the aircraft and less 
on how they are going to integrate into the 
airspace. “We have aggressively now in the last 
six months, tried to reach out to the di!erent 
players out there to try to show them how we 
can help bring them all to the table and help 
them be successful.”

Not only does this involve safely sharing air-
space, he said, but sharing and building out infra-
structure. He noted that many of these plans 
have broad visions of a multitude of vertiports. 
But for the helicopter industry, “we’re just trying 
to hang on to the vertiports we have,” he said, 
adding there is a big learning curve ahead.

As for helicopter operations, Viola noted 
there are constant threats surrounding access 
and infrastructure. A number of restrictions 
are coming down the line in particular with 
the national parks as they begin to produce 
air tour management plans. Such plans are to 
be implemented at nearly two dozen national 
parks under court order. 

Viola expressed concern over some of the 
early discussions that appear to be ready to 
curb, if not snu! out, air tours nearly altogether 
at some parks. “We anticipate we’re going to 
have to do lawsuits for the type of stu! that’s 
been going on. There are some discussions 
they’re going to allow one overflight at the park 
per year,” he warned.

Some of these approaches come from a lack 
of understanding of how the aircraft them-
selves have evolved, and said for HAI, “We’re 
really trying to get people to understand 
the capability of the current helicopter.” He 
pointed to the step up in the safety equipment 
and automation, as well as how helicopters 
have become quieter. ]

just like when glass cockpits were first devel-
oped for business aircraft. That allowed the 
costs to come down and people became more 
aware of the benefits and capabilities. Today, 
there are glass cockpits available on virtually 
every new helicopter.” 

The ongoing kerfu"e over 5G C-band radar 
altimeter interference is unlikely to have the 
same impact on eVTOLs that it has on heli-
copters, Hirschberg asserted. “For highly auto-
mated aircraft you need other sensors besides 
just your eyeballs and radar altimeters—you 
need Lidar and GPS. There are multiple sen-
sors that eVTOLs need to use to ensure safety.” 

Infrastructure is another matter. “If there is 
no infrastructure, there is no urban air mobil-
ity. They do go hand-in-hand. The big players 
have done good [political] spadework and 
continue to do so, working with GAMA [the 
General Aviation Manufacturers Association] 
and CAMI [the Community Air Mobility Ini-
tiative], but you can never do enough. There 
is always more that could and should be done. 

This is important. We want to make sure peo-
ple understand the benefits from eVTOLs as 
opposed to just saying ‘I don’t want hundreds 
of aircraft flying over my house.’” 

One large infrastructure challenge in the 
U.S. is that the FAA has yet to develop stan-
dards for vertiports, Hirschberg said but 
noted that the agency and industry continue 
to work together to do so. “There has been a 
lot of planning and support for infrastructure 
in the U.S. and abroad. There are a lot of com-
panies planning and working with real estate 
developers and potential operators.” 

He sees the overall political climate for 
eVTOLs as positive. While Hirschberg stated 
that the Biden administration has not made 
eVTOL-specific research and development 
a priority, it has made “electric and hydro-
gen key pillars of their clean and sustainable 
power focus.”

Hirschberg acknowledged interest in the 
growing eVTOL market has propelled VFS 
membership to record levels with 36 new com-
panies and 550 new members joining in 2021. He 
called the growth “hugely gratifying. It helps to 
propel us to do more. We are a small organiza-
tion, but we punch above our weight.”   ]

Hirschberg 
 continued from page 16

HAI strives
 continued from page 10
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Heli-Expo reopens  
for business in Dallas
by Kerry Lynch

After a year’s absence due to the pandemic, 
Heli-Expo returns this week in Dallas with a 
full program that includes nearly 600 exhibits, 
dozens of safety programs, and educational 
sessions, along with new features such as heli-
copter commuter flights to and from the Kay 
Bailey Hutchison Convention Center Dallas, 
where the show is being held.

Helicopter Association International (HAI) 
president and CEO Jim Viola was encouraged 
that despite complexities associated with the 
pandemic, the metrics were pointing in the 
right direction leading up to this year’s event. 
More than 500 exhibitors had signed on by 
early 2022 and that number continued to grow 
as the convention neared.

Early registrations also appeared on track, 
Viola said. “We’re pretty optimistic and antici-
pate a very positive show,” he told AIN.

Pandemic restrictions may serve as a deter-
rent, Viola conceded and acknowledged that 
some businesses still appeared reluctant to 
fully open travel. However, as more interna-
tional destinations opened up and the pan-
demic was appearing to ease in the weeks 
leading up to Heli-Expo, HAI o!cials were 
carefully monitoring to see if these trends 
would provide an attendance bump.

Most segments of the rotorcraft industry 
never shut down as other operations have, 

Viola noted. “This community has been work-
ing the whole time during the pandemic,” he 
said, pointing to powerline, firefighting, air 
ambulance, search and rescue, and numerous 
other operations.

This community, he said, had expressed a 
strong desire to reconnect in New Orleans, 
where HAI had hoped to stage its 2021 event 
but ultimately had to cancel as a result of the 
pandemic. “We were sad that we had to can-
cel that event. So, I know that [the industry] 
is ready to get back together. It’s really like a 
homing for the operators.”

According to Viola, a lot of business is con-
ducted at the show and many organizations 
schedule their business around the show 
because they have the ability to meet customers 
face-to-face. “They realize that value, and we do 
our best to make sure that value is met,” he said.

HAI executives teamed with nearby Dallas 
Executive Airport for the staging of the tra-
ditional fly-in and fly-out that bookends the 
association’s annual convention. Chris Mar-
tino, senior director of operations and inter-
national a"airs, called the arriving aircraft the 

“star of the show” and said the association had 
assembled an aircraft and flight operations 
handbook for the smooth arrival and displays. 

“We want to make sure everyone is on the 
same sheet of music,” he added.

With the downtown Dallas CBD Vertiport 
available next to the convention center, Viola 

said he expects to see more helicopter activ-
ity during the show. In the weeks before the 
expo, HAI announced that it had formed a 
partnership with Longhorn Helicopters that 
can provide charter and tour flights to and 
from the vertiport.

“By bringing more helicopter services to our 
show, we are demonstrating the value of our 
entire industry,” Viola said. “Our plan is to 
work with local partners each year to provide 
access for anyone who wants to avoid tra!c 
or enjoy the local sights the best way possi-
ble—from the air.”

Inside the convention hall, between 50 and 
60 aircraft are typically displayed on the show 
floor, some located within exhibits but others 
in a dedicated static display exhibit space. The 
floor will also host a safety zone, one of the 
largest sections of the exhibitions, featuring 
multiple organizations and guest speakers.

Heli-Expo will further include a first-time 
exhibitors’ pavilion and “tabletop exhibits” 
that may be showcased for a brief period 
rather than for the full run of the event. In 
addition, a few of the entrants in the emerging 
eVTOL sector are eying possible announce-
ments during the show.

A full safety program will be o"ered, includ-
ing the Rotor Safety Challenge courses. Fifty 
of these courses will be presented and attend-
ees can collect chips at each one. Those who 
collect one or more chips can turn them in 
at the HAI safety booth and receive a certifi-
cate. In addition, Heli-Expo is hosting several 
professional education courses that run from 
a half-day to multiple days and may result in 
certifications or renewal credits. Also, a num-
ber of the traditional manufacturer technical 
briefs will be held. Viola called the education 
segments one of the most important parts of 
the convention.

Along with the safety and educational 
programs, Heli-Expo is holding a career fair 
today with several hiring employers. “Now is 
the time to get back into the industry because 
the industry is looking for pilots,” said Greg 
Brown, HAI director of education and train-
ing services.

A key feature this year, Viola stressed, is 
health and safety protocols, which will follow 
local, state, and federal guidelines and include 
social distancing in education events, cleaning 
and sanitation standards, and availability of 
masks and hand sanitizer. “We believe every-
one will agree that these guidelines are rea-
sonable, which is why we think we will have a 
successful show,” he concluded. ]

HAI is hosting Heli-Expo again this year after canceling the 2021 event as a result of the pandemic. 
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DWAYNE WILLIAMS  
Lifetime Achievement

Dwayne Williams, a helicopter 
pilot who has logged more than 
16,000 hours of accident-free 
flying, is this year’s recipient of 
the HAI Salute to Excellence 
Lifetime Achievement Award. 
This award honors excellence 
in management and leadership 
and is granted to an individual 
for long and significant service 
to the international helicop-
ter community.

Since Williams learned to fly 
helicopters in 1965 with the U.S. 
Army, he has racked up 57 years 
of experience flying combat, o!-
shore oil-support, flight-training, 
and test-pilot operations. After 
a tour in Vietnam, he spent two 
years as an instructor pilot at Fort 
Wolters, Texas. Post- military, he 
flew offshore missions in the 
Gulf of Mexico for Petroleum 
Helicopters for almost five years.

From 1974 to 1979, Williams 
trained Iranian Army pilots in 
Isfahan for Bell. Upon returning 
to the U.S., he joined Bell as a 
production test pilot, demon-
stration pilot, and international 
delivery pilot. He later trans-
ferred to Bell’s experimental 
test-pilot staff and in 2000 
became Bell’s chief pilot. At Bell’s 

 Exce!ence
Each year during Heli-Expo, HAI’s Salute to Excellence Awards recognize individuals and organizations who 

achieve incredible feats while supporting their local communities and the helicopter industry.

Salute to

 HAI Salutes USCG in Cape Cod for Safety Excellence

The U.S. Coast Guard Air Station Cape Cod has not 
only increased safety in New England as the service’s 
only aviation unit based in the region but has had 
“far-reaching e!ects” throughout the USCG, according 
to Helicopter Association International (HAI).

In recognition of these e!orts, HAI is honoring Air 
Station Cape Cod with the 2022 Salute to Excellence 
in Safety Award.

HAI credited the service with fostering a strong 
reporting culture through its in-depth analysis following 
mishaps. In the past fiscal year alone, the unit tapped 
into the expertise of its safety department on 70 occa-
sions, and the results have led to recommendations for 
both unit and fleetwide changes.

In one past e!ort, the safety department discov-
ered electromagnetic interference (EMI) after crews 
had encountered erroneous radar altimeter readings 
of 70 to 100 feet above true altitude while practicing 
instrument approaches to water at night.

While engineering solutions were implemented, the 
safety department also highlighted procedural safe-
guards for crews in the MH-60 aircraft flight manual 
and led an e!ort to increase awareness across USCG 
helicopter operations.

“This invaluable exchange of information following 
a near-catastrophic mishap is one of many examples in 
which sharing lessons learned and potential equipment 
vulnerabilities has sparked training and safety-related 
discussions within Coast Guard units across the coun-
try,” HAI said.

The Air Station also has implemented a tiered 
approach to training that spans the classroom, mishap 
exercises, and full-scale drills.

In addition, the safety department has partnered 
with Cape Cod Gateway Airport on a triennial mass- 
casualty incident drill that brought together aviation 
stakeholders and first responders to enhance readi-
ness for a potential major mishap. K.L.
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Flight Research Center, he was 
the first to fly the Model 206L3, 
400, AH-4BW SuperCobra, and 
230. He was also a test pilot on 
the Bell XV-15 tiltrotor and Bell/
Agusta BA609 tiltrotor.

After retiring from Bell in 
2005, Williams became chief 
pilot and director of flight oper-
ations at MD Helicopters. In 
2013, he joined Marenco as chief 
test pilot on the SH09, perform-
ing the clean-sheet helicopter 
design’s first test flight. Today, 
Williams serves as chief test pilot 
and certification pilot for Aero 
Dynamix, which designs helicop-
ter cockpits that are night-vision 
goggle compatible. C.T..

.

SCOTT TINNESAND  
W.A. “Dub” Blessing  

Flight Instructor of the Year

Scott Tinnesand, a helicopter 
test and instructor pilot with 33 
years of accident-free flying expe-
rience, is the recipient of the 2022 
Helicopter Association Inter-
national (HAI) Salute to Excel-
lence W.A. “Dub” Blessing Flight 
Instructor of the Year Award.

Tinnesand, a lead flight instruc-
tor and experimental test pilot 
for Boeing’s Vertical Lift division, 
trains domestic and international 
pilots and conducts experimental 
test flights in the AH-64E Apache, 
A/MH-6M, and AH-6 Little Bird.

“There truly isn’t anything more 
satisfying than helping remove an 
obstacle keeping someone from 
achieving their dream,” said Tin-
nesand. “I am so lucky to have the 
life I live.”

Tinnesand, who is also a des-
ignated pilot examiner (DPE), 
guides and teaches pilots after 

their practical exams, conducts 
free SFAR 73 checkouts for new 
CFIs, encourages females to 
apply for Whirly-Girls scholar-
ships, and is always answering 
calls and texts from former stu-
dents, airmen applicants, flight 
instructors, and professional 
pilots requesting assistance.

A part of the Arizona DPE 

Advisory Group and the Phoenix 
Airspace User’s Work Group, he 
speaks at local and national train-
ing and safety seminars.

He learned to fly helicopters 
in the U.S. Army ROTC pro-
gram at the University of North 
Dakota. After Army flight school, 
he became an AH-1 Cobra and 
AH-64 Apache pilot and served 

for eight years, ending with the 
Army’s 101st Airborne Division.

Before joining Boeing in 2011, 
Tinnesand worked as a gyroplane 
test and instructor pilot at Groen 
Brothers Aviation and as an EMS 
helicopter pilot.

He credits the mentorship he 
received at Groen and Boeing 
with propelling his career. M.B.

 MD Honored with Humanitarian Service for Navajo Missions
Helicopter Association International (HAI) presented its 
2022 Salute to Excellence Humanitarian Service Award 
to MD Helicopters for conducting 52 volunteer rescue 
supply missions to the Navajo Nation.

MD Helicopters promptly stepped up to the plate 
when the Navajo Nation started experiencing the high-
est per-capita rate of infections and deaths in the U.S. 
from the Covid-19 pandemic.

Because the Nation has a reservation that is across 
27,000 sq miles, members’ accessibility to medicine, 
doctors, and utilities can be limited. This was further 
exaggerated when the Nation’s borders shut down to 
prevent the spread of the virus.

MD Helicopters COO Chris Jaran said the company’s 
leadership board gave “unanimous support” to volun-
teer time, pilots, fuel, and maintenance to help the 
300,000 members of the Navajo Nation. MD Helicop-
ters provided the resources and partnered with the Vet-
erans Medical Leadership Council (VMLC), one of few 
organizations that had permission to enter the Nation.

The rescue supply missions continued almost 
weekly for more than a year. Originally expecting to 
fly only personal protective equipment, MD quickly 
realized other items were direly needed. In fact, the 
first mission was to fly chainsaws into the Nation, so 
members could cut and collect their own wood as tem-
peratures in the region dropped down to around 30 
degrees F. An MD 902 helicopter was filled up to its 
maximum cargo weight of 900 pounds with chainsaws, 
making strategic fuel stops along the way.

MD’s final relief flight was a Christmas-in-summer 
mission on June 25, 2021, delivering toys to the chil-
dren of the Navajo Nation to make up for their Decem-
ber 2020 Christmas, which was spent in isolation due 
to the pandemic. MD Helicopters and the VMLC were 
greeted by a long line of cars and eager children when 
the helicopter stu!ed full of toys landed at one of the 
reservation’s airstrips.

In total, MD Helicopters delivered more than 40,000 
pounds of supplies and equipment. M.B
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European helicopter 
market bounces back
by Mario Pierobon

While fixed-wing commercial air 
transport in Europe was severely 
hit by the global Covid-19 pan-
demic, the helicopter industry 
has been coping well, experts 
agree. The European helicopter 
market, in line with the wider 
global economy, did feel the 
e!ects of the pandemic in ear-
ly-to-mid 2020. However, that 
impact was minimal compared 
to the commercial fixed-wing 
market, observed Christopher 
Grainger, v-p of marketing for the 
European, Middle East, and Africa 
regions at LCI Helicopters (Booth 
11348). “Since then the market has 
bounced back strongly, particu-
larly in the emergency medical 
services [EMS], search and rescue 
[SAR], o!shore wind, and corpo-
rate/VIP sectors,” Grainger said. 

“Once again, helicopters have 
proven their resilience during 
di"cult times, due in large part 
to the mission-critical nature of 
the roles they perform.”

Thomas Hütsch, CEO of Bel-
gium-based helicopter operator 
NHV Group, noted that off-
shore oil and gas projects were 
under pressure since world oil 
prices collapsed in 2014. “With 
the recent recovery of those oil 
prices, we do expect an increas-
ing demand for helicopter ser-
vices in the months and years 
to come. However, margins will 
remain low because of the over-
capacity in aircraft,” he said.

The o!shore renewables sec-
tor will continue to grow but can-
not make up for the decline in 
oil and gas projects yet, Hütsch 
added. “SAR and EMS missions 
were mostly a!ected by the pan-
demic in the very beginning of 

the health crisis during the strict 
lockdowns. They have recovered 
well and will probably be the sub-
ject of increasing demand in the 
European market.”

Other types of helicopter 
operations like tourism flights 
and flight training suffered sig-

nificantly, according to Christian 
Mueller, chairman and technical 
director of the European Heli-
copter Association (EHA, Booth 
7319). “In these areas, it was very 
di"cult or impossible to maintain 
the required level of protection 
against Covid-19. Also, priorities 
of pilot candidates and travelers 
shifted,” he said. “Usually, helicop-
ter operators combine a number of 
operations under their certificate, 
so it was possible to compensate 
to a certain degree.”

Offshore Wind Sector
The o!shore wind sector is also 
growing rapidly, encouraged by 
environmental, social, and gover-
nance initiatives throughout the 
European continent, affirmed 
Grainger. “Currently, the utiliza-
tion of helicopters to transport 
crew and equipment o!shore is 
limited by competition with crew 
transfer vessels, but to quote Air 
& Sea Analytics’ O!shore Wind 

Rotorcraft Market Review and 
Forecast 2021-2030, ‘the available 
data on windfarm operations tell 
a clear story: The helicopter is 
faster, safer for the passengers, 
and less harmful to the environ-
ment than a crew transfer vessel 
while being less susceptible to 

interruption in service through 
bad weather,’” he said.

As a result, Air & Sea Analytics 
expects nearly a hundred addi-
tional aircraft to be active in o!-
shore wind by 2030, said Grainger. 

“The tourism and oil and gas sectors 
were hardest hit by the pandemic. 
However, we are seeing positive 
signs of recovery for the latter, as 
oil prices have steadily  increased 
in recent months,” he added.

Fleet Modernization
The renewal of helicopter fleets 
started five to seven years ago and 
will continue during the next five 
years, Hütsch stated. “Technologi-
cal advancements and flight perfor-
mance (modern avionics, autopilot, 
composite materials, etc.) are the 
main drivers behind the modern-
ization process,” he noted. “And as 
fuel is a major cost for operators, 
lighter helicopters (especially 4/6-
tonne class aircraft) have become 
more popular in an attempt to 
reduce fuel consumption.”

Yet, in the last two years, the 
appetite for large investments 
has been subdued, observed 
Mueller. “We have not seen sig-
nificant fleet change. We hope 
that this will adjust as there are 
still a significant number of leg-
acy aircraft without the latest 
protection measures (e.g., fuel 
tanks) flying,” he said.

According to Mueller, there 
are also some factors that may 
limit the appetite for investing 
in newer helicopters. “Smaller 
operators are sometimes faced 
with regulatory requirements to 
use simulators for training and 
checking that would put signifi-
cant financial burdens on them,” 
he acknowledged. “They would 
rather stay with the older models 
to avoid that. That being said, reg-
ulation will eventually force fleet 
change that will provide a higher 
level of safety and e"ciency as 
well as being a more modern 
workplace for crews.” ]
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From left, Christopher Grainger, v-p marketing, LCI; Christian Mueller,  
chairman, EHA; Thomas Hütsch, CEO, NHV Group.
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Genesys upgrades UH-60 
Black Hawk avionics
by Stuart “Kipp” Lau

Avionics modernization programs target older 
systems that are nearing obsolescence, too 
costly to maintain, and lacking the function-
ality required to fit into an ever-evolving air-
space structure or mission requirements. The 
most successful and viable avionics upgrade 
programs focus on solid aircraft with many 
cycles remaining on the airframe and engines 
and performance that is in line with newer 

aircraft. For the operator, these upgrades 
can extend the life of an aircraft for decades 
at a fraction of the cost of buying new, more 
costly aircraft.

Genesys Aerosystems—a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of flight control manufacturer 
Moog—identified such an opportunity to 
extend the life of the versatile and depend-
able utility Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk heli-
copter. The Genesys cockpit upgrade replaces 
legacy UH-60A/L Black Hawk avionics with 

an FAA-certified, fully integrated IFR glass 
cockpit that includes dual all-digital air data/
attitude heading reference system (ADAHRS), 
a three-axis autopilot, and other modern com-
ponents that not only enhance aircraft safety 
and mission performance but provide a strong 
alternative to buying a new aircraft.

The UH-60 Black Hawk first flew more than 
40 years ago and to date, more than 4,000 
examples have been produced, with over 2,300 
delivered to the U.S. Army. In addition to the 
U.S. military, Black Hawks are in service with 
28 countries through foreign military sales pro-
grams. The bulk of these helicopters—531—are 
earlier UH-60A/L models, which are still highly 
capable aircraft but incorporate a largely analog 
avionics package that is nearing obsolescence. 
UH-60L Black Hawks share most systems 
with the original “A” models except for a more 
powerful engine and an improved gearbox to 
improve lifting capabilities. Many UH-60As 
have been converted to the L standard. In addi-
tion to military use, many early Black Hawks 

The Genesys HeliSAS autopilot automatically returns the helicopter to a neutral attitude in case of 
an IMC encounter, when the pilot releases the cyclic control.
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are beginning a second life as civil firefighting 
or utility aircraft.

The core issue with the legacy Black Hawks 
is mechanical gyros; each aircraft is equipped 
with either a set of electro-mechanical or 
fiber-optic gyros. These gyros are one of the 
primary components of the avionics system 
and are prone to failure and expensive to 
maintain. The U.S. Army has declared these 
gyros obsolete and in August 2020 issued a 
notice that called for the mandatory replace-
ment of these older systems. In addition to 
the gyros, early Black Hawks are equipped 
with a myriad of analog flight instruments, 
radios, annunciator displays, and other com-
ponents that date back to the early 1980s.

Modular Solution
Along with a complete avionics modernization 
program, Genesys o!ers a modular building 
block solution for older Black Hawks. For the 
budget-minded, the mechanical gyros can be 
replaced with dual digital ADAHRS that can 

“drive” older flight instruments.
The most comprehensive option is the com-

plete Black Hawk solution that essentially guts 
the avionics bay and transforms the instrument 
panel into a highly functional workspace for the 
flight crew. The complete system consists of 
four large (8- x 6-inch) IDU-680 displays, dual 
GPS/SBAS, dual ADAHRS, dual digital radios 
(navcom), a dual-channel data acquisition unit, 
an integrated engine and crew alerting system 
(EICAS) with system synoptic pages, a digital 
standby instrument, and an optional IFR-cer-
tified three-axis autopilot/enhanced stability 
augmentation system (HeliSAS).

Each IDU-680 is interchangeable and 
includes an integral FMS, TAWS, and TCAS 
with synthetic vision system (SVS). The IDU-
680 displays are tested to the most stringent 
conditions and certified as “field-loadable 
software devices” capable of receiving soft-
ware updates through a standard USB drive. 
In addition to improved reliability, improved 
capabilities, and reduced total system lifecy-
cle costs, the system reduces the operating 
weight of the aircraft by more than 80 pounds.

The IDU-680 display is a flight and nav-
igation instrumentation system that pro-
vides intuitive information to the pilot. Each 
screen is presented in portrait orientation 
and bisected horizontally into two functional 
areas, each of which is fully configurable. The 
functional areas of the primary and multifunc-
tion displays (PFD and MFD) can show flight 
instruments, moving maps, an HSI, flight 

planner, radio management, terrain, tra"c, 
weather (datalink or weather radar), video 
feed, or engine displays. IDU-680s are con-
trolled through bezel-mounted controls and 
knobs to provide tactile feedback to the pilot, 
important because helicopter pilots often fly 
with gloves. In general, for ease of use during 
mission-oriented operations, most menus are 
only one level deep.

SVS is displayed on the PFD and includes 
worldwide terrain (with TAWS alerts), obsta-
cles (towers, antennas, etc.), navaids, runways, 
and tra"c. The flight path is shown through 

“highway in the sky” symbology or using a 
flight path vector.

The Genesys avionics upgrade is night 

vision goggle (NVG) compatible and includes 
several safety features such as an integrated 
TAWS to prevent CFIT accidents and other 
tools to help a pilot combat loss of control in 
a degraded visual environment (DVE) or inad-
vertent IMC encounter, both leading causes of 
helicopter fatalities.

Each IDU-680 provides TAWS function-
ality. Terrain and obstacles are displayed on 
the PFD (SVS) and moving map. TAWS uses 

“forward- looking terrain awareness” algo-
rithms to alert the pilot of hazards. The sys-
tem also provides alerts for each of the typical 
ground proximity warning system modes.

To aid in pilot situational awareness during 
periods of a DVE—such as a whiteout or 

brownout condition—the IDU-680 can dis-
play a geo-referenced hover vector on either 
the PFD, moving map, or on an expanded 
hover vector page. This feature is useful during 
all operations near the ground. The dynamic 
hover vector places a “bug” or point over the 
ground, based on the forward velocity of the 
aircraft. If the aircraft slows down, the point 
moves towards the aircraft; if the aircraft accel-
erates, the point moves away. With limited for-
ward visibility, the pilot can position that point 
beneath the aircraft and land.

Additionally, the stability augmentation 
function of HeliSAS supplements the UH-60 
automatic flight control system (AFCS) with 
additional flight envelope protections. Heli-

SAS is active during all flight phases and 
assists the pilot by maintaining a safe and sta-
ble attitude during a DVE event or an inadver-
tent IMC encounter. The pilot in either case 
can release the cyclic control and the aircraft 
maintains a stable pitch and roll attitude.

Genesys Aerosystems’ avionics modern-
ization program extends the life of these air-
craft for decades, at a fraction of the cost of 
the more than $20-million list price for a 
new Sikorsky UH-60M/S-70i. The new digi-
tal avionics suite is FAA-certified and offers 
full IFR and NVG capabilities, plus several 
built-in safety features and the option to 
further customize displays for specific spe-
cial missions. ]

A preflight briefing is enhanced by a demo unit of the Genesys IDU-680 displays.
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Blade charts 
course to growth, 
profitability
by Mark Huber

Blade Air Mobility posted strong 
revenue growth last year, and 
CEO Rob Wiesenthal told AIN 
that he expects the trend to con-
tinue. “We were pleasantly sur-
prised on the revenue side where 
we beat pretty much all the ana-
lysts’ estimates. We restarted our 
airport [shuttle] products and 
started beating—on a run-rate 
basis—the 2019 pre-pandemic 
number of flights to JFK [air-
port] and back. Leisure routes 
that only used to run on week-
ends have become seven-day-a-
week businesses.”

Meanwhile, Wiesenthal said, 
the company’s financials “sub-
stantially improved.” Revenues 
for the year increased 156 percent, 
to $67.2 million. In the fourth 
quarter, revenues jumped 208 
percent year-over-year, to $24.6 
million, and were up 371 percent 
from the same period in 2019. 

Blade reported that “short 
distance” revenues soared 191 
percent, to $6.2 million, in the 
quarter. Although Blade remains 
in a mode that focuses market 
growth over profitability, Blade 
still managed to post an $800,000 
profit in the fourth quarter.

In addition, the company 
has plenty of cash reserves. In 
May it raised an estimated $365 
million via a special purpose 
acquisition company (SPAC) 
combination with Experience 
Investment Corp. and became a 
publicly-traded company with a 
current market capitalization of 
more than $500 million. Some 
analysts expect the price of its 

stock to more than double in 
the coming year as eVTOLs and 
urban air mobility infrastructure 
march closer to market reality.

Buoyed by fresh capital, Blade 
made several significant growth 
moves last year, including the 
acquisition of Trinity Air Med-
ical and folding it into Blade’s 
fast-growing MediMobility organ 
transport unit. It also paid $12 
million to acquire Richmond, 
British Columbia-based Helijet’s 
passenger routes.

The Trinity acquisition in Sep-
tember made Blade the largest 
transporter of human organs for 
transplant in the U.S. Wiesenthal 
said using helicopters for organ 
transport hospital-to-hospital 
as opposed to a mix of ground 
and air transport not only can 
save time but can cut the cost 
of transport by up to 75 percent. 

“There’s a lot of growth opportu-
nity there,” he said.

Addressing the Helijet deal, 
Wiesenthal said the operator 
already has a well-established 
passenger business in the Pacific 
Northwest. “Pre-pandemic, they 
were flying well over 125,000 peo-
ple a year, and that has tuned out 
to be a great acquisition for us,” 
he noted.

Blade is looking to expand into 
other markets as well, includ-
ing South Florida. “We believe 
in South Florida there is a real 
understanding and appreciation 
of helicopters and excitement to 
make the transition to eVTOL. 
We are hard at work looking at 
our opportunities in South Flor-
ida,” according to Wiesenthal.

Over the past several years, 

Blade has announced deals with a 
variety of eVTOL manufacturers, 
including Beta and Embraer’s Eve. 
Last year, Blade said it would take 
up to 20 Beta Alia 250 eVTOLs, 
with deliveries starting in 2024 
for operations beginning in 2025. 
Those aircraft will be acquired 
through “third-party financing 
relationships” with operators and 
be used to service routes from 
company terminals primarily in 
the Northeast U.S. where Beta 
will install rechargers.

Meanwhile, Eve expects to 
begin deliveries of some 60 of its 
eVTOLs to Blade operating part-
ners beginning in 2026 for use in 
the South Florida and Califor-
nia markets.

Wiesenthal sees quieter 
eVTOLs as one part of the solu-
tion to the ongoing helicopter 
noise debate in places like New 
York City and Los Angeles and 
thinks their introduction will 
garner wider political acceptance 
and further drive market demand.

“New York City mayor Eric 
Adams is more supportive of the 
helicopter business. He is really 
pro-business and wants City 2.0 
to be a reality. He understands 
the infrastructure that Blade has 
in the city is critical to the transi-
tion to using electric vertical air-
craft,” Wiesenthal said. “He wants 
to be in that business and wants 
us to improve the attractiveness 
of Manhattan. We’ve seen people 
move to Florida and elsewhere 
and he wants those people to 
come back. And one way to do 
that is by having short-distance 
aviation by helicopter to reduce 
[ground] traffic, which is now 
above pre-pandemic levels in 
New York City. He is extremely 
enthusiastic about our transi-
tion to [electric vertical aircraft] 
and very supportive of our busi-
ness overall.”

According to Wiesenthal, the 
New York City market still has 
plenty of room to grow. “In 
New York, 28 million people go 

Blade Air Mobility added more medical and organ transport capabilities to its 
menu after acquiring Trinity Air Medical last year.
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between Manhattan and the air-
ports by car. So there is a huge 
market for flying people, sub-
stituting a two-hour drive for a 
five-minute flight for $95 or $195 
and shattering that Uber Black 
price barrier and matching Uber 
X during peak times,” he said. “So 
we see a tremendous amount of 
growth between where we are 
now and the [eventual] mar-
ket size of getting people to the 
airports. Right now we are only 
doing it from one heliport to 
JFK and Newark, but we will be 
adding La Guardia at some point 
and near area heliports. We also 
see a business opportunity in the 
Northeast corridor Philadelphia- 
Boston route.”

Wiesenthal also envisions 
Blade’s last-mile passenger ser-
vice as an important contributor 
to the company’s overall strat-
egy. “Last mile and first mile are 
incredibly important. We actu-
ally have our own taxi and lim-
ousine service certification base 
here. We are allowed by the city 
to arrange ground transport for 
our customers, which was a very 
arduous task.

“I think at the end of the day 
given that this is not the Jetsons 
and won’t be for a number of 
years—we are not landing on top 
of your building. To the extent 
you need to get to a Blade termi-
nal, we should be able to arrange 
that for you—you shouldn’t have 

to piecemeal your trip. Many of 
our customers are using Blade 
Essential Ground Connect, safe 
SUVs with HEPA filters and Plexi-
glas partitions. We already pro-
vide that free of charge at airports 
to get people from the helicop-
ters to their commercial terminal. 
And we recently announced with 
[FBO] Signature a Blade subter-
minal inside Signature Newark 
that will help us process a lot 
more passengers and provide for 
a better passenger experience.”

Helicopters will continue to 
drive Blade’s near-term market 
growth, and that picture is look-
ing up. Blade’s flight margins were 
16 percent in the fourth quarter, 
up from 11 percent in the compa-
rable 2019 period. The company 
attributed the improvement to 
greater use of Blade airport ser-
vices and increased sector contri-
butions from other business lines, 
including its organ transport and 
jet businesses.

The pandemic also drove 
some of this improvement, as 
customers began using the ser-
vice to facilitate more frequent 
commuting between New York 
City and second homes in places 
such as the Hamptons. “There’s 
no such thing as a weekend 
anymore during the pandemic. 
[Before the pandemic] we could 
have 14 helicopters going back 
and forth to one destination on 
Thursday and Friday and those 

helicopters were very dormant 
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays,” 
Wiesenthal said.

“Now everything is spread out 
[during the week] and that is 
better for our operators because 
you are getting better utilization 
from fewer helicopters and fewer 
pilots, as opposed to having to 
sta! for peak demand. Our oper-
ator partners should be enjoy-
ing the benefits of that,” he said, 
adding that some operators have 
had to add helicopters to accom-
modate the overall increased 
demand during the pandemic. 

“We have definitely increased the 
number of aircraft being used by 
some of our operators, and as we 
move into new regions we expect 
that to continue this year.”

Blade responded to the 

demand by issuing commuter 
passes for $295 that cover flight 
segments up to 100 miles. “The 
pandemic cut both ways,” 
explained Wiesenthal, noting 
that certain Covid precautions 
and the interruption of airport 
service increased costs.

“Pre-vaccine we had to adminis-
ter mandatory [passenger] blood 
oxygen and temperature checks 
and electrostatic decontamina-
tion of aircraft, and that became 
very expensive. We pulled back 
from that now and require man-
datory vaccination for all our 
flights. But net-net it presented 
more of a demand issue for cer-
tain products more than a cost 
issue,” he said. “In some places it 
increases your flight volume and 
in other places it doesn’t.” ]

Blade believes it can attract a high number of travelers who would gladly 
pay $95 to $195 for a five-minute flight instead of enduring a two-hour drive. 

JetNet to showcase enhanced 
analytics for helicopter data
Business aviation research firm JetNet (Booth 4207) is touting 
at Heli-Expo new features of its Helicopter Services and Fleet 
Analyzer data platforms, as well as a preview of its Business Intel-
ligence (BI) platform.

JetNet has added utilization data and consumable component 
tracking to its Helicopter Services data platform, which also pro-
vides make/model, aircraft status, owner/operator information, 
historical airframe records, and transaction data. Utilization infor-
mation embraces missions usage and maintenance regulations 
including search and rescue, o!shore, heavy-lift, firefighting, and 
Part 133 operations. Interior configurations, engine models, and 
significant overhauls to rotor blades, gearbox, and transmission 
by airframe total time/cycles and engine hours are among the 
items in the consumable component tracking data.

JetNet’s Fleet Analyzer allows users to view, analyze, and cus-
tom build complex fleets using their attributes, utilization, trans-
action history, and owner/operator statistics. Fleet Analyzer users 
can now build and review fleets of aircraft based on age, value, 
maintenance analytics, flight activity, models, and history.

Heli-Expo attendees also will be able to see JetNet BI ahead 
of its launch. BI will provide graphic visualizations and interactive 
dashboards for insights around fleet statistics, flight activity, values, 
JetNet iQ surveys, and forecast research. “JetNet BI is the latest 
and best visualization of our data,” said Derek Jones, JetNet’s lead 
sales contact for the Americas and the Asia-Pacific region. J.S.
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AGS plans expansive growth globally
by Richard Pedicini

Brazil-based AGS Global Logistics (Booth 
9050), exhibiting for the first time at Heli-
Expo, is eying expansive plans to grow its 
bases globally. AGS specializes in shipping 
helicopters globally, as well as materials stor-
age and distribution.

In the logistics field for 22 years, the com-
pany experienced a 45 percent increase in 
sales volume during the pandemic and is 
adding personnel and locations in Brazil and 
internationally to keep up with demand.

“Most of our demand comes from Brazil, 
where our largest clients are,” said CEO Alexan-
dre Gulla, explaining that AGS’s overseas bases 
build on and support its Brazilian operations.

In Brazil, AGS has several locations in São 
Paulo and one in Rio de Janeiro. The logistics 
specialist plans to open another in the port city 
of Itajaí, in the southern state of Santa Catarina, 
which o!ers significant fiscal incentives. “Some 
of our clients would benefit from operating 
there, and we’ll take them with us,” Gulla noted.

However, AGS also is looking at growth in 
the U.S., where its locations in Miami, Hous-
ton, and Atlanta will shortly be joined by one 
in Connecticut to meet the needs of a spe-
cific customer.

Elsewhere, its long-established Milan, Italy 
base is to be joined this month by a base in the 
south of France and, after that, one in Qatar. 
Plans call for a large expansion in Asia, Europe, 
and the U.S., and constant growth in Brazil, 
Gulla said, including through acquisitions.

Pandemic Growth
This growth is coming despite the constraints 
resulting from the pandemic. “We opened 
our 59,000-sq-ft warehouse at Galeão Airport 
in Rio at the end of 2019, and the pandemic 
came at the start of 2020,” Gulla said. “It was a 
shock. The AGS Galeão plan focused on aero-
space, but health was always part of the plan, 
and licenses with the sanitary authorities 
had already been sought. With the pandemic, 
health became one of the largest niches, along 
with electronics. After the initial shock, the 
distribution center worked 24/7 throughout 
the pandemic.”

Gulla described the operational di"cul-
ties and challenges that the company has 
faced during the time. “Flights were canceled, 

ships didn’t arrive,” he said. But he added that 
“during the pandemic, AGS stayed alive, grew, 
and fired no one. On the contrary, headcount 
grew by 30 percent and is now in the range of 
200 to 250 people.

“There was an increase in the number of 
packages, in tonnage, and in dollar volume, 
overall up 45 percent during the pandemic,” 
which came with changes in the composition 
of AGS’s business, Gulla said. “There was a 
great increase in charter flights, always cargo. 
One case was respirators, flown from Turkey, 
distributed at our Galeão hub, and transported 
to their destinations in Brazilian states.”

Aviation Market Roiled
The Brazilian aviation market—a major seg-
ment for AGS—was a!ected unequally by the 
pandemic. Gulla puts AGS’s aviation custom-
ers into three categories: commercial fixed-

wing; executive fixed- and rotary-wing; and 
o!shore rotary-wing.

“O!shore rotary was reduced but stayed 
alive. Executive aviation had an increase in 
demand for parts as it flew more than ever. 
Commercial aviation su!ered the most with 
an abrupt drop in demand, as out of a fleet of 
100 aircraft, five or 10 might fly, if that.”

Customs and other clearances were less of 
an obstacle than they might have been during 
the pandemic, Gulla said, as “the processes 
have become more automatic in recent years, 
and many of our large, long-standing custom-
ers are well regarded by the tax authorities. 

There have been some delays, as one or 
another o"cial was out sick, but that’s part 
of the business.

“Those who operate in Brazil really need 
to understand the country,” Gulla continued. 

“It’s a bureaucratic country, you have to know 
the rules, and they’re more complex than in 
other countries. Anyone who can operate in 
Brazil can operate in the whole world—work-
ing here is like an MBA in logistics.”

Logistics Condominium
One of AGS’s major projects, announced in 
2019, is the AGSValley logistics condominium 
in the São Paulo suburb of Barueri, which is 
being planned to include AGS’s headquarters 
and to cater specifically to companies in the 
rotary-wing market.

The pandemic didn’t cause AGS to step on 
the brakes. Rather, at the start of the pandemic, 

the firm’s employees migrated from its long-
time headquarters near the downtown Campo 
de Marte Airport to a home o"ce situation. A 
year ago, when they began to return, it was to 
the company’s new o"ces at AGSValley.

The first warehouse became operational 
less than a month ago. Two contracts with 
large businesses in the rotary-wing sector are 
underway, and Gulla hopes to announce one 
or both at Heli-Expo. Th e logistics condo-
minium is “new in the world, and well received 
by the market. The idea is that by taking care 
of the condominium and logistics, tenants will 
be free to focus on their businesses.” ]

In addition to materials storage and distribution, first-time Heli-Expo exhibitor AGS Global Logistics 
specializes in shipping helicopters anywhere in the world. 
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president, and CEO of Air Center Helicopters.
“It was very emotional,” Trapp told AIN, say-

ing this was particularly the case since Heli-Expo 
this year is in the “backyard” of Airbus Helicop-
ters Grand Prairie, Texas campus. He noted that 
Airbus Helicopters has had a presence in the 
region for 50 years and being on the first flight 
to Heli-Expo 2022 following last year’s pandemic 
cancellation was “especially meaningful.”

For Davis, this year’s Heli-Expo marked the 
beginning of the return of events. Although 
Dallas never shut down to the extent of many 
other locations, the pandemic—and especially 
the presence of Omicron—was a deterrent for 
events, according to Davis. Heli-Expo is the city’s 
first major business event since the outbreak of 
the Omicron variant, he said, adding it signifies 

a “Dallas, Texas comeback.” Noting he is some-
what of an aviation bu!, Davis said he was 
pleased that the first post-Omicron major busi-
ness show is Heli-Expo, calling it a “cool event.”

Davis said he is already looking toward future 
Heli-Expo shows, noting Dallas is planning to 
build a new convention center in the next half-
dozen years and expects to have a vertiport that 
could accommodate future fly-ins. He and Viola 
have also discussed accommodations at the 
vertiport for future designs, including charging 
infrastructure for electric aircraft.

Meanwhile, Viola—who stepped into HAI’s 
leadership role just before Heli-Expo 2020 in 
Anaheim—celebrated the beginning of the 
fly-in, calling it “a great day” and express-
ing encouragement that event registrations 
looked strong despite pandemic-related inter-
national restrictions that discouraged some 
attendance. “I think that anybody that can is 
coming,” he concluded. ]

Heli-Expo Return 
 continued from page 1

and high-voltage systems could apply to 
the Air Force, too. They are counting on us 
to develop a commercial aircraft that could 
speed up their development time, and there 
are lots of synergies.”

The Jaunt eVTOL is based on the com-
pany’s patented slowed-rotor-compound 
technology, which slows the rotor tip speed 
to reduce drag and vibration. According to 
the company, the capability combined with 
a small wing sized for cruise flight produces 
a lift-to-drag ratio equivalent to that of a 
fixed-wing aircraft.

Jaunt intends to certify the aircraft under the 
FAA Part 29 rules for commercially operated 
rotorcraft. It is aiming to start flight testing a 
full-scale prototype by the end of next year.

The process of partnering with Airo Group 
has been time-consuming, but the Jaunt team 
now anticipates accelerating work on its 
eVTOLs. “We expect to be able to design the 
production aircraft coming out of the gate and 
we’ll be working on a full-scale pre-produc-
tion aircraft from day one for type certifica-
tion,” Peryea explained.

Airo Group already has an established reve-
nue and customer base from the existing drone 
activities of subsidiaries, including Airo Drone, 
Agile Defense, Coastal Defense, Aironet, Sky-
Watch, and Airgility. The group also includes 
avionics manufacturer Aspen, which will pro-
vide flight displays for the Jaunt aircraft, and 

UK-based eVTOL developer VRCO.
Unlike several other leading eVTOL 

developers, Jaunt does not intend to directly 
operate its aircraft. Its business model will 
be based on selling vehicles to established 
operators while providing full customer 
and product support. This is one reason it 
is seeking a close relationship with the heli-
copter industry.

In January, Brazilian on-demand charter 
flight broker Flapper committed to includ-
ing 25 Journeys in its network. Under a let-
ter of intent, the companies said they will 
work together to provide services in Latin 
American cities. Currently, Flapper brokers 
flights in business aircraft, including heli-
copters, with these being operated by a net-
work of partners. ]

Jaunt’s Journey 
 continued from page 2
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Jaunt’s five-seat Journey eVTOL aircraft could 
operate air taxi flights in cities like Dallas.
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